PORTER COUNTY COUNCIL
Regular Council Meeting
June 28, 2022
The Porter County Council met on Tuesday, June 28, 2022 at 5:30 p.m. in the
County Administration Center, 155 Indiana-Suite 205, Valparaiso, Indiana.
Members present were Council Member Jeremy Rivas, Council Member Andy
Bozak, Council Member Mike Brickner, Council Member Sylvia Graham, Council
Member Mike Jessen, Council Member Simms and Council Attorney Harold Harper.
Also present was Auditor Vicki Urbanik, and Auditor Chief Deputy Toni Downing.
Member(s) not present Council Member Eric Wagner.
Minutes
Approval of regular Council minutes for March 21, 2022.
Mr. Rivas, All right approval of regular council minutes for March 21st, 2022.
Mr. Bozak, So moved.
Mr. Jessen, Second.
Mr. Rivas, Motion and a second to approve the minutes, discussion? All in
favor signify by saying Aye? Opposed same sign?
Motion carries on a unanimous voice vote.
First Reading
Mr. Rivas, First reading Madam Auditor if you please.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik,
NOTICE TO TAXPAYERS OF PROPOSED ADDITIONAL APPROPRIATIONS
Notice is hereby given the taxpayers of Porter County, Indiana that the proper legal
officers of Porter County, Indiana will meet in the Porter County Government
Administration Building located at 155 Indiana Avenue, Valparaiso Indiana 46383 on
June 28th, 2022 at 5:30 p.m. to consider the following appropriation adjustments to
the county budgets for the year 2022 and to transact any further business which
might come before the Council:
Clerk Perpetuation Fund
Clerk Perpetuation Fund
Clerk Perpetuation Fund

1119-11100-000-0001 Salaries
1119-12200-000-0001 Medical/Life Insurance

$
$
$

1,090.00
21,372.00
22,462.00

$

25,000.00

$
$
$

12,000.00
912.00
12,912.00

$

500.99

Plan Commission Fund
Plan Commission Fund

1180-31200-000-0079 Consultants

Recorder Perpetuation Fund
Recorder Perpetuation Fund
Recorder Perpetuation Fund

1189-11200-000-0004 Hourly
1189-12100-000-0004 FICA

EMA Donation Fund
EMA Donation Fund
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4114-61000-000-0360 Interfund Transfer

Forfeiture Pass-Through Fund
Forfeiture Pass-Through Fund
Forfeiture Pass-Through Fund

4928-31100-000-0002 Legal
4928-50000-000-0002 Distributions

$
$
$

200,000.00
50,000.00
250,000.00

$
$
$
$

5,453.75
417.21
610.82
6,481.78

$

16,000.00

Soil & Water Conservation Fund
Soil & Water Conservation
Soil & Water Conservation
Soil & Water Conservation

4931-11100-000-0750 Salaries
4931-12100-000-0750 FICA
4931-11100-000-0750 Salaries

11.419 Park – Lake Michigan Coastal Grant Fund
PK-Lake Michigan Coastal

8500-61000-000-0803 Interfund Transfer

Taxpayers appearing at such meeting shall have a right to be heard thereon. The
appropriations adjustments as finally made will be referred to the Indiana Department
of Local Government Finance. Where applicable, the DLGF will make a written
determination as to the sufficiency of funds to support the appropriations made. And
that concludes first reading.
Vicki Urbanik
Auditor of Porter County
Publish June 16, 2022
Mr. Rivas, All right thank you Vicki. We have to get going, we have a lot of
things to get through.
Porter County Jail – Sheriff David Reynolds
Jail General Fund - 1000-000-0380
Transfer $60,000 from 11100 Salaries to 11300 Overtime. Reason: To cover the
cost of overtime for short shifts, due to 10 plus openings in the jail.
Mr. Rivas, Porter County Jail, Sheriff Reynolds. Jail General fund transfer in
from of you for $60,000 from Salaries to Overtime. Reason: To cover the cost of
overtime for short shifts, due to 10 plus openings in the jail.
Mr. Bozak, I make a motion.
Ms. Graham, Second.
Mr. Jessen, Second.
Mr. Rivas, There is a motion and couple of seconds on the floor, discussion?
Are you having any luck filling them?
Porter County Sheriff Finance Administrator Kathy Grskovich, Slowly.
Porter County Sheriff Comptroller Edie Hahn, Slowly.
Mr. Simms, Wow.
Porter County Sheriff Comptroller Edie Hahn, (Inaudible)
(Laughter)
Mr. Rivas, Further discussion?
Mr. Simms, Is there a reason why there’s so many openings? I mean what’s
the…
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Porter County Sheriff Comptroller Edie Hahn, They’re going for better paying
jobs and stuff like that.
Mr. Simms, Okay.
Porter County Sheriff Comptroller Edie Hahn, And you know it’s not the best
environment.
Mr. Simms, Yeah.
Porter County Sheriff Finance Administrator Kathy Grskovich, Tough job.
Porter County Sheriff Comptroller Edie Hahn, Yeah it’s a tough job.
Mr. Rivas, Further discussion? All in favor of the transfer signify by saying
Aye? Opposed same sign?
Motion carries on a unanimous voice vote.
Federal Prisoner/DOC General Fund
DOC Jail General Fund - 1000-000-9601
Transfer $50,000 from 31400 Medical & Hospital Services to 11300 Overtime.
Reason: To cover the cost of overtime for short shifts, due to open positions in both
the jail and patrol.
Mr. Rivas,
Federal Prisoner/DOC General fund transfer $50,000 from
Medical & Hospital Services to Overtime. Reason: To cover the cost of overtime for
short shifts, due to open positions in both the jail and patrol.
Mr. Jessen, I’ll make the motion.
Mr. Bozak, Second.
Mr. Simms, Second.
Mr. Rivas, Motion and a second on the floor, discussion? All in favor of the
transfer signify by saying Aye? Opposed same sign?
Motion carries on a unanimous voice vote.
Mr. Rivas, Thank you.
Porter County Sheriff Finance Administrator Kathy Grskovich, Thank you.
Mr. Jessen, Have a good evening.
EMA – Director Lance Bella
EMA Donation Fund - 4114-000-0360
Additional $500.99 to 61000 Interfund Transfer. Reason: Funds to be used for
reimbursement of SHSP Sub Grant fund 8146 for unreimbursed expenditure.
Mr. Rivas, EMA Donation fund additional $500.99 to Interfund Transfer.
Reason: Funds to be used for reimbursement of SHSP Sub Grant fund 8146 for
unreimbursed expenditure.
Mr. Bozak, I make a motion
Mr. Jessen, Second.
Mr. Rivas, Motion and a second on the floor on the additional, discussion?
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Ms. Graham, I just have one question? It’s for a unreimbursed expenditure?
What is it?
EMA Director Lance Bella, Yeah we had originally received a grant to
uh…there’s a hazard mitigation plan that has to be updated every so many years,
per homeland security. We had received a grant that paid for all but $500 dollars of
that. And the total was $18,000 dollars. I think it was $18,700 dollars, so this paid
for all but $500 dollars of that. So the county only ended up paying this $500
dollars, plus some change out of their pocket, out of the $18,000 dollars.
Mr. Simms, Is the plan completed?
EMA Director Lance Bella, Yes it’s all done, so this is just finishing it up.
COVID delayed us getting the final bill and we finally got just the final balancing bill
and that was the end of it, and this is done until we get to the next cycle of having to
do another plan.
Mr. Simms, Okay so is this that plan where if something we had a natural
disaster and FEMA had to come in, they would ask for that plan before they would
reimburse?
EMA Director Lance Bella, Yes.
Mr. Simms, So we’re covered then?
EMA Director Lance Bella, Yeah, this one identifies the major hazards and all
the municipalities had to be involved in it and have input. Then the consultant puts
together what are the…what are the hazards, and what are methods that it’s not a
designed SOP or a procedure exactly how you’re going to do it. But what your
intention on trying to strengthen these weaknesses.
Mr. Simms, Okay…okay.
Mr. Rivas, Any further discussion? Can we get a roll call on the transfer…or
additional?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik,
Motion carried on the following roll call vote:
Mr. Bozak
Mr. Brickner
Ms. Graham
Mr. Jessen
Mr. Simms
Mr. Rivas

-

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Auditor Vicki Urbanik, 6-0.
Mr. Rivas, Thank you.
EMA Director Lance Bella, Thank you.
Mr. Bozak, Have a good night.
E-911 – Director Debby Gunn
E-911 General Fund - 1222-000-0303
Job Description - Training Coordinator Job Description - Update 2022
Reason:
Job Description modification that would change 2 years supervisory
experience and replace that requirement with 2 years of Certified Training Officer
experience instead.
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Mr. Rivas, E-911 General fund Job Description, it looks like a change.
Training Coordinator job description update 2022.
Reason: Job Description
modification that would change 2 years supervisory experience and replace that
requirement with 2 years of Certified Training Officer experience instead. Hello.
E-911 Representative, Hello, Debby is in Florida.
Mr. Rivas, She’s in the right spot.
E-911 Representative, Yes.
Mr. Jessen, If you would, do you want to just kind of explain the purpose for
the change and what that means…
E-911 Representative, Sure, when Debby was promoted to Executive Director it
left a vacancy for Training Coordinator. We’re looking for internal applicants right now
within our department. The restriction with two years of supervisory experience,
limits that to only supervisors and assistant supervisors that can apply for the
position. We also have many trainers, who have experience in training but not
necessarily experience in supervisory experience, who would be interested in the
position and who would maybe do a good job at the position, if they were given the
opportunity. There was an old…a prior job description that had 2 years of CTO, which
is Center Training Officer experience, and at some point along the lines it was
changed. So we’re just requesting to revert back to the prior one, so we can open this
up too. It will add about six more dispatches who can apply for the position, rather
than the current Supervisors and Assistant Supervisors.
Mr. Jessen, As part of our wage study analysis I know they were reviewing job
descriptions and so forth. Was that recommendation part of what was we sent to
them or have we consulted with them at all? Do you know?
E-911 Representative, I don’t believe it was. Those were completed when Tony
Stua was still the director and he said the next time the Training Coordinator position
would become available, he would consider changing that. And then is only became
available after he left and Debby was promoted, so I don’t believe that’s in that job
description that was submitted for that study.
Mr. Rivas, You should probably get it over to them and they will analyze it.
Ms. Graham, I see one thing here that you are saying, work schedule may
occasional flex with permission or upon direction from Director or Assistant Director
to accomplish job duties and responsibilities of the Director and Assistant or of her
position?
E-911 Representative,
Well the Training Coordinator would be third in
command. It’s the Director, Assistant Director and then Training Coordinator, if the
Director and Assistant Director were ever absent, so the schedule may have to change
according to that. And I believe…I know it’s the Quality Assurance Managers position
and I believe it’s in the Training Coordinators position too that they may have to work
in dispatch if we’re short staffed and it’s necessary, so that would also change the
schedule.
Ms. Graham, Okay thank you.
Mr. Brickner, I make a motion.
Ms. Graham, Second.
Mr. Rivas, Motion and a second on the floor. Discussion, further discussion?
Could we get a roll call on the job description?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Okay
Motion carried on the following roll call vote:
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Mr. Brickner
Ms. Graham
Mr. Jessen
Mr. Simms
Mr. Rivas
Mr. Bozak

-

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Auditor Vicki Urbanik, 6-0.
Mr. Jessen, Thank you very much, have a good night.
Soil & Water - Administrator/Educator Michelle Benson
Soil & Water Conservation Fund - 4931-000-0750
Additional
$5,453.75 to 11100 Salaries
$417.21 to 12100 FICA
$610.82 to 12300 PERF
Reason:
Supplemental salaries stipend with monies
Federal/State agreements for services.

received

through

the

Form 144
$0 to $5,453.75 Administer/Educator Program Coordinator
Reason:
Supplemental salaries stipend with monies received through
Federal/State agreements for services.

the

Mr. Rivas, Soil & Water Conservation fund there’s an additional $5,453.75 to
Salaries, $417.21 to FICA and $610.82 to PERF. Reason: Supplemental salaries
stipend with monies received through the Federal/State agreements for services.
Mr. Bozak, I make a motion.
Mr. Rivas, On the additional?
Mr. Bozak, Oh I will make a motion on all of them.
Mr. Rivas, The additional and the Form 144 change?
Mr. Bozak, Yes.
Mr. Jessen, Second.
Mr. Rivas, There’s a motion and a second on the floor that includes the
additional and the Form 144 change which is $0 to $5,453.75 Administer/Educator
Program Coordinator. Reason: Supplemental salaries stipend with monies received
through the Federal/State agreements for services. Discussion?
Ms. Graham, Yes I have a question, why are you bring this now to us? Instead
of like it’s salary, I know we have an appointment to meet with you.
Soil & Water Administrator/Educator Michelle Benson,
Yes…well what
happened is this, the Federal Government reimburses us at kind of a different time.
So this money out of our bank account, it’s not county funds at all.
Ms. Graham, Yeah, I understand that.
Soil & Water Administrator/Educator Michelle Benson, Yeah. So it kind of
works out when we receive our reimbursement and when the board is able to vote on
it. We don’t receive the reimbursement for all of last year, until…sometimes it’s
February, so we try to get that whole year at this time.
Mr. Rivas, Further discussion? So it should say Program Coordinator.
Council Administrative Coordinator Joy Blakely, Yes.
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Toni?

Mr. Rivas, So the Form 144 should say Program Coordinator if correct Vicki or
Auditor Chief Deputy Toni Downing, That is correct.

titles.

Mr. Rivas, Yes, all right nothing changes on the money, it’s just the Form 144

Auditor Chief Deputy Toni Downing, I think you can just make sure that you
identify that it’s what you paid out all the money.
Ms. Graham, Okay thank you.
Auditor Chief Deputy Toni Downing, And not on a per salary basis.
Mr. Bozak, I can’t here you, you are really quiet.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, It’s just going to be paid out in one lump sum, it’s like a
bonus pay.
Mr. Bozak, Do you need an amended motion or anything or not? No?
Council Attorney Harold Harper, It’s not a bad idea.
Mr. Bozak, Alright I will amend my motion to say the new title.
Mr. Rivas, Motion amends to a new title Program Coordinator for this lump
sum payment. Does the second concur with that change?
Mr. Jessen, Yes second does.
Mr. Rivas, All right any further discussion? Can we get a roll call on the Form
144 change?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik,
Motion carried on the following roll call vote:
Ms. Graham
Mr. Jessen
Mr. Simms
Mr. Rivas
Mr. Bozak
Mr. Brickner

-

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Auditor Vicki Urbanik, 6-0.
Mr. Rivas, Thank you.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik - Budgetary Clean-up
Clerk Perpetuation Fund - 1119-000-0001
Additional
$1,090 to 11100 Salaries.
Reason: Budgetary clean up. Adjusting Salary Ordinance to match compensation with
actual job position. No change in pay.
$21,372 to 12200 Medical/Life Insurance
Reason: Budgetary clean up. Original amount was for 1 employee at old rate; it
should be for 2 employees at new rate.
Forfeiture Pass-Through Fund - 4928-000-0002
Additional
$200,000 to 31100 Legal
$50,000 to 50000 Distributions
Reason: Appropriation needed to pay court-ordered distributions in forfeiture cases.
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11.419 Lake Michigan Coastal 20 Fund - 8500-000-0803
Additional
$16,000 to 61000 Interfund Transfer
Reason: Towards the end of 2021 this grant was going in the negative. The balance
was brought to $0 by Parks Operating fund 1179. Received reimbursement from state
in 2022 and this will allow us to reimburse fund 1179.
Mr. Rivas, Auditor, so it looks like there’s some budgetary clean-up. Clerk
Perpetuation fund additional $1,090 to Salaries. Reason: Budgetary clean up.
Adjusting Salary Ordinance to match compensation with actual job position. No
change in pay and additional $21,372 to Medical/Life Insurance. Reason: Budgetary
clean up. Original amount was for 1 employee at old rate; it should be for 2 employees
at new rate.
There’s also the Forfeiture Pass-Through fund additional $200,000 to Legal and
$50,000 to Distributions. Reason: Appropriation needed to pay court-ordered
distributions in forfeiture cases.
Lake Michigan Coastal 20 fund additional $16,000 to Interfund Transfer. Reason:
Towards the end of 2021 this grant was going in the negative. The balance was
brought to $0 by Parks Operating fund. Received reimbursement from state in 2022
and this will allow us to reimburse fund 1179.
Ms. Graham, Motion to approve all three funds.
Mr. Jessen, Second.
Mr. Rivas, Motion and a second on the floor for all three funds.
discussion? Discussion go ahead.

Further

Auditor Vicki Urbanik, I just want to point out the last item is similar to what
you just dealt with for the EMA Grant. That when departments get grants and they
set up the grant funds, and they spend out of the grant fund. But, if there is not the
money there, we can’t let these grant funds go in the negative, so if they don’t get
reimbursement for them then we have to move money someplace. And in this case,
from one of the funds to bring that grant fund back to zero. In this case that switch
already happened to bring that grant fund back to zero and then we received the
reimbursement after the fact, so now we’re just reimbursing the Parks Operating fund.
Mr. Bozak, Okay.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Because they ultimately did get reimbursed. That’s the
one downside of grants, sometimes you have to really be patient to get the money and
sometimes the money doesn’t come.
Ms. Graham, Good point.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, With the forfeiture pass-through fund we are going to
put a budget together during this budget hearing, so we won’t have to go through
those appropriation process, you’ll already have it done during budget hearings. And
then the last one…I’m going backwards, that is clean-up. You might remember that at
budget hearing last time the County Clerk had a number of personnel related
requests. And there was some confusion over which position was actually moving into
the Perpetuation fund. No one’s getting any reduction, or any increase, it’s just
cleaning up our Salary Ordinance to coincide with the position that got moved.
Mr. Rivas, Thank you, questions…discussion on the explanations? Can we get
a roll call on all the additionals?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik,
Motion carried on the following roll call vote:
Mr. Jessen
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-

Yes

Mr. Simms
Mr. Rivas
Mr. Bozak
Mr. Brickner
Ms. Graham

-

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Auditor Vicki Urbanik, 6-0, thank you.
Mr. Rivas, Thank you.
Porter County Assessor – Jon Snyder
Assessor General Fund - 1000-000-0008
Transfer
$4,000 from 11100 Salaries to 11200 Hourly
Reason: Transfer needed to transfer money to cover higher hourly rate for part-time
fieldworkers. We have a full-time employee who is out for surgery.
Reassessment Fund - 1188-000-0008
Transfer
$15,000 from 31200 Consultants to 11200 Hourly
Reason: Transfer needed to transfer money to cover higher hourly rate for part-time
fieldworkers.
Mr. Rivas, Porter County Assessor. The Assessor General fund transfer $4,000
from Salaries to Hourly. Reason: Transfer needed to transfer money to cover higher
hourly rate for part-time fieldworkers. We have a full-time employee who is out for
surgery. There is also another one, Reassessment fund transfer $15,000 from
consultants to Hourly. The reason transfer needed to cover higher hourly rate for
part-time fieldworkers.
Mr. Jessen, I make the motion on both transfers.
Ms. Graham, Second.
Mr. Simms, Second.
Mr. Rivas,
discussion?

There’s a motion and a couple of seconds on the transfer,

Mr. Jessen, Is the money that we’re transferring, does that cover these workers
through the end of the year?
Assessor Commercial/Reassessment Supervisor Mary Dambek, So the second
one, it covers to the end of the year and on the first one it’s just we have some parttime people that have stepped up. We had a field person that goes out normally, but
they had to have neck surgery. So she’s not available to go out, so they’ve stepped up
and taken her work and it’s only for two months.
Mr. Jessen, Okay that’s good thank you.
Assessor Commercial/Reassessment Supervisor Mary Dambek,
her money that we didn’t spend because she wasn’t paid.

We’re giving

Mr. Jessen, Okay thank you.
Mr. Simms, It’s going good?
Assessor Commercial/Reassessment Supervisor Mary Dambek, Yes.
Mr. Rivas, Further discussion? Hearing none all in favor of the two transfers
signify by saying Aye? Opposed same sign?
Motion carries on a unanimous voice vote.
Mr. Rivas, Thank you.
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Recorder – Chuck Harris
Recorder’s Perpetuation Fund - 1189-000-0004
Additional
$12,000 to 11200 Hourly
$912 to 12100 FICA
Reason: Appropriation needed to hire a part-time deputy to assist with indexing
records related to our recently completed Data Conversion project.
Form 144
$16 up to $20 per hour Part-time
Reason: Appropriation needed to hire a part-time deputy to assist with indexing
records related to our recently completed Data Conversion project.
Mr. Rivas, Recorder’s Perpetuation fund it’s an additional $12,000 to Hourly
and $912 to FICA. Reason appropriation needed to hire a part-time deputy to assist
with indexing records related to our recently completed Data Conversion project.
There’s also a Form 144 $16 up to $20 per hour Part-time. Reason: Appropriation
needed to hire a part-time deputy to assist with indexing records related to our
recently completed data conversion project. Is that right?
Mr. Jessen, I’ll make a motion on the additional and Form 144.
Mr. Bozak, Second.
Mr. Rivas, Motion and a second on the Additional and Form 144, discussion?
Mr. Jessen, So Chuck, is this very much a temporary sort of thing now that the
project’s complete? Or…
Recorder Chuck Harris, I’m not exactly sure, I think it’s going to take at least a
couple of years. If you looked at the request, we have about 150 years of recordings
that we’ve just added to the system. And I guess, it’s kind of like your photo album in
your computer of having 150 years of pictures and you still have to go in there and
name them several different ways, and it’s not going to happen overnight. So it will be
temporary, but I don’t how temporary. It could take…it could take five years.
Mr. Bozak, So all they did was scan them in? They didn’t index them at all
or…
Recorder Chuck Harris, No they’re not indexed, they are just…they took them
off of microfilm, I mean you are talking about multiple ways that they have taken
images out of those old, old, old books that you’ve seen.
Mr. Bozak, Yeah.
Recorder Chuck Harris, So I mean there’s 150 years of images that we still
need to go in and give them proper titles.
Mr. Bozak, I thought that was done, that’s why I asked it that way.
Recorder Chuck Harris, Right.
Mr. Bozak, But my question is we are hiring a person to do this, wouldn’t it
make more sense to have this computer…I mean to pull information off of a document
that’s scanned in is…isn’t there a computer program somewhere that would just pull
that in? I don’t know that’s why I’m asking.
Recorder Chuck Harris, Not that I know of, that we would trust to do that.
We…there could be but, not that I am aware of. And it would probably…
Mr. Bozak, When you say trust to do that, you’re actually having somebody
hand do this and type them in right? So if they make a mistake, which is going to
happen and then...
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Recorder Chuck Harris, We have another person to catch that…who rechecks
it. So every document that gets recorded, goes through two sets of eyes in our office.
Ms. Graham, So this is a part-time person?
Recorder Chuck Harris, Yes and nothing is coming out of the General fund at
all.
Ms. Graham, Okay.
Recorder Chuck Harris, It is all coming out of the Perpetuation fund.
Mr. Brickner, So this is a part-time deputy? What’s the hourly rate for a fulltime deputy?
Recorder Chuck Harris, We currently pay our…we have a part-timer, she gets
paid $16 dollars an hour.
Mr. Brickner, So where are the $20 an hour…is that comparable?
Recorder Chuck Harris, Well I did not realize this until they started talking to
some other people that other departments hourly people are getting paid up to $20 per
hour. So I wanted to have that option of at least matching what other departments
are paying their hourly.
Mr. Brickner, Yeah, but we’re paying by the job though, not the person correct?
Could be a different job.
Recorder Chuck Harris, It could be a different job…yes.
Mr. Brickner,
departments.

So you can’t compare other part-time people in other

Recorder Chuck Harris, Right.
Mr. Brickner, You know based on hourly rate, you have to base it on what the
job is.
Recorder Chuck Harris, Right.
Mr. Brickner, So where…how did you get the $20 dollars an hour?
Recorder Chuck Harris, Well that doesn’t mean that we’re going to pay that to
the new temporary person, it just gives us the option of going up to that.
Mr. Brickner, So you have a range?
Recorder Chuck Harris, Between $16 to $20 dollars…yes, and I’m going to
probably start off at $16 dollars. I will start off at $16 dollars.
Mr. Brickner, Okay.
Recorder Chuck Harris, I just wanted to have that option to go up if needed.
Mr. Jessen, How did you calculate the $12,000 dollars Chuck?
Recorder Chuck Harris, Just for the amount of hours that we’re going to be
working.
Mr. Jessen, Of hours?
Recorder Chuck Harris, Yeah. For the amount of hours that they’re going to be
working for the rest of this year.
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Mr. Jessen, At $16 dollars per hour.
Recorder Chuck Harris, Yes.
Mr. Simms, Chuck if you can’t find somebody…let’s just say for this scenario,
you try to get $16 dollars but you can’t find anyone less than $18 dollars per hour.
Are you going to have to raise the other one from $16 dollars per hour to $18 dollars
per hour to match that?
Recorder Chuck Harris, You’re asking if I can’t find anybody to work for $16
dollars?
Ms. Graham, You’ve already got somebody.
Recorder Chuck Harris, Yeah, I’ve already have got somebody that’s working
for $16 dollars per hour. So I just don’t foresee any problem hiring somebody at $16
dollars per hour. But yeah, I guess if I put that feeler out there and we didn’t field
anything, then I guess I would start off at $17 dollars per hour and see how that
worked.
Mr. Simms, No, but you know what I mean, like is it possible that the other
person that’s making $16 dollars per hour, finds out you just hired somebody at $17
dollars per hour, it would be an awkward situation.
Recorder Chuck Harris, That would be an awkward situation.
Mr. Simms, I’m just…you know what I’m saying. I just want to throw it out
there because it’s possible, you can always come back. I mean all I’m saying is let’s be
realistic.
Recorder Chuck Harris, Right.
Mr. Simms, And that’s all I’m saying.
Recorder Chuck Harris, Yeah it is possible, you are correct.
Mr. Simms, Okay, but hopefully you can find someone at $16 dollars per hour.
Recorder Chuck Harris, Right.
Mr. Simms, I have got faith in you, you can do it.
Recorder Chuck Harris, Thank you.
Mr. Rivas, Further discussion? No? Can I get a roll call on the Additional and
Form 144?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Yes
Motion carried on the following roll call vote:
Mr. Simms
Mr. Rivas
Mr. Bozak
Mr. Brickner
Ms. Graham
Mr. Jessen

-

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Auditor Vicki Urbanik, 6-0,
Mr. Rivas, Thank you.
Recorder Chuck Harris, Thank you guys.
Mr. Jessen, Have a good night.
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Development & Storm Water Management -

Director Robert Thompson

Plan Commission - 1180-000-0079
Additional
$25,000 to 31200 Consultants
Reason:
Additional appropriation needed for MS4 and consulting services for
Timberland Subdivision to get through remainder of the year.
Mr. Rivas, Development & Storm Water Management - Plan Commission
additional $25,000 to Consultants. Reason: Additional appropriation needed for MS4
and consulting services for Timberland Subdivision to get through remainder of the
year.
Ms. Graham, Timberland is that a new one?
Mr. Simms, I don’t believe so.
Mr. Jessen, I make the motion on the additional.
Mr. Rivas, There is a motion, we’ve got one.
Ms. Graham, Do you have a second?
Mr. Rivas, No I don’t.
Ms. Graham, Second.
Mr. Rivas, There’s a second. Discussion?
Mr. Jessen, Tell us what’s up with this Bob?
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, We have
a contract with Rich Hudson in the office, it was originally totally with Storm Water to
provide MS4 services. Since then we do have an MS4 person in the office and Rich
has branched off into different areas helping out, the different sections in there. He
does help the Planning Commission with the reviewing the plats, and also the building
permits to come through. So we felt it only fair that part of his contractual amount
comes out of the Planning Commission fund or the Building, Planning, Zoning fund.
The Timberland Subdivision, the Plan Commission was reviewing a particular phase
for it, there was a very large CON/SPAN (Bridge/Culverts Arch) that was going
through on that bridge Damon Run, Timberland is up on Meridian Road between 900
and U.S. Hwy 6. There was also a pedestrian bridge that was…in earlier phases it was
causing some heartburn I guess with the situation. So we do not have expertise when
it comes to infrastructure such as bridges up there, I mean we’re Storm Water,
Highway up there, but we do not have the proper engineering background to be able to
do bridges on that. So we brought in our bridge consultant that does all of our
inspections (United Consulting) to go up there and review the plans for the CON/SPAN
to go in to make sure that everything was correct on that, and also for the pedestrian
bridge. So they actually paid a visit up to the pedestrian bridge and that costs money.
They gave recommendations on what needed to be done to improve the pedestrian
bridge, and also what needed to be done for the CON/SPAN to go in. The CON/SPAN
is definitely going to be infrastructure that the county is going to be taking over and
maintaining.
Mr. Bozak, So this work’s already been done?
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, It has
Mr. Bozak, Wouldn’t it be better to ask for the money before, rather than after?
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Well let’s
put this way, with the fund we did not expect this to be going down. We plan for the
year, so the fund is getting close to $0, so now we’re asking for it to be reimbursed
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back up. The United Consulting hourly rate, it was not to exceed type or contractual
kind of thing. So we had no idea how much or what kind of costs we were going to
incur with that.
Mr. Bozak, Thank you, I didn’t mean to put you on the spot, but that’s the
answer.
fine.

Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, That’s

Mr. Rivas, Any other questions, discussions, comments for Bob? No? Seeing
none can we get a Roll Call on the additional?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik,
Motion carried on the following roll call vote:
Mr. Rivas
Mr. Bozak
Mr. Brickner
Ms. Graham
Mr. Jessen
Mr. Simms

-

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Auditor Vicki Urbanik, 6-0,
Mr. Rivas, Thank you, I don’t know you might as well hang out. I think you’re
like coming up soon…
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson,
have second reading, I can go back and catch my breath.

You

(Laughter)
Mr. Rivas, Yeah, you better go catch your breath or take a break.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson,
stay right here if you want?

I can

Mr. Rivas, Second reading, she talks fast.
Second Reading
Whereas…it has been determined…
(Laughter)
that it is now necessary to appropriate more money than what was appropriated in the
annual budget. Therefore be it resolved by the Porter County Council of Porter County
Indiana that for the expenses of the taxing unit the following additionals sums of
money are hereby appropriated out of the funds named and for the purposes specified
subject to the laws governing the same
Clerk Perpetuation Fund
Clerk Perpetuation Fund
Clerk Perpetuation Fund

1119-11100-000-0001 Salaries
1119-12200-000-0001 Medical/Life Insurance

$
$
$

1,090.00
21,372.00
22,462.00

$

25,000.00

Plan Commission Fund
Plan Commission Fund
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1180-31200-000-0079 Consultants

Recorder Perpetuation Fund
Recorder Perpetuation Fund
Recorder Perpetuation Fund

1189-11200-000-0004 Hourly
1189-12100-000-0004 FICA

$
$
$

12,000.00
912.00
12,912.00

$

500.99

$
$
$

200,000.00
50,000.00
250,000.00

$
$
$
$

5,453.75
417.21
610.82
6,481.78

$

16,000.00

EMA Donation Fund
EMA Donation Fund

4114-61000-000-0360 Interfund Transfer

Forfeiture Pass-Through Fund
Forfeiture Pass-Through Fund
Forfeiture Pass-Through Fund

4928-31100-000-0002 Legal
4928-50000-000-0002 Distributions

Soil & Water Conservation Fund
Soil & Water Conservation
Soil & Water Conservation
Soil & Water Conservation

4931-11100-000-0750 Salaries
4931-12100-000-0750 FICA
4931-11100-000-0750 Salaries

11.419 Park – Lake Michigan Coastal Grant Fund
PK-Lake Michigan Coastal

8500-61000-000-0803 Interfund Transfer

And that concludes second reading.
Mr. Rivas, There you have it, I’ll entertain a motion to approve?
Ms. Graham, Motion to approve.
Mr. Jessen, Second.
Mr. Rivas, Motion and a second for Second Reading, any discussion? Can we
get a Roll Call on second reading?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Yes.
Motion carried on the following roll call vote:
Mr. Bozak
Mr. Brickner
Ms. Graham
Mr. Jessen
Mr. Simms
Mr. Rivas

-

N/A
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Auditor Vicki Urbanik, 5 – 0 and second reading is approved.
Attorney’s Report
Mr. Rivas, Attorney’s report?
Council Attorney Harold Harper, All is quiet, nothing to report tonight.
Mr. Rivas, That’s good.
Council Attorney Harold Harper, That’s good news.
Mr. Rivas, All right.
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Any other matter that may come properly before the Council


Planning Commission – Director Bob Thompson
o

Code Enforcement, Unsafe Building & Property Maintenance Report

Mr. Rivas, All right look at that Bob we are back to you.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson,
Enforcement.

Code

Mr. Rivas, Code Enforcement.
topic.

Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Exciting
Mr. Rivas, Exciting topic and here’s the attorney to help, he’s got your back.
Development & Storm Water Management Attorney Scott McClure, Right.

Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, I’m
assuming a lot of this probably is going to the Unsafe Building and also Property
Maintenance. To give you an update on that we’ve had two (2) Unsafe Hearings, come
before the Hearing Officer, that was in May and June. We also have another one
scheduled in July and I believe Scott has even more scheduled for the rest of the year.
Working out with our Hearing Officer who is Attorney Andrew Bennett. We do have a
number of orders from the Hearing Officer to tear some of the structures down. There
might be one or two that we’re having to go through and seek other sources to get it
down. Whether it’s Highway Department or even maybe Contractual, I am not sure
yet. There are other orders where the owners have agreed that they will tear it down
themselves on that and the Hearing Officer does come back and review those in those
situations. To give you an idea, we do have nine (9) cases that are before the Hearing
Officer right now, and any sort of state right now, whether it’s the new owner in one
case has said that they are rehabbing the structure and making it livable again. To
where they’ve been actually been ordered to be torn down. We do have four (4)
property maintenance cases that are before the Hearing Officer. Here again any
particular state where they could be working out agreements, or to the point where we
do actually have orders in place. And we’re going to be adding one, two, three…looks
like five (5) new cases before the hearing officer for structures. Some of these where
we have actually been out there talking to the people, and they said yeah we’ll tear it
down and we’re tired of waiting and it’s now time where we’re taking action. There is a
few of those on that list right now, so we’re moving forward on that too.
Also, to give you an idea on this, the Redevelopment Commission has been working on
a sign program up in the South Haven area on that and we’re going after violators up
there to sign ordinances on that. So that is one case that is going to be coming up
here soon. Those will probably not go in front of the Hearing Officer, we’ll probably
have to go straight to court on those. The Hearing Officer is not designed to be able to
hear items like that, but we also have three (3) illegal businesses that we’ve come
across this year that are being run into the residential area. Again we’ve told the
people to shut it down, they haven’t, we have no choice we’re going forward with it
through Courts. Uh…I mean I’m trying to keep this general, I don’t want to get into
specifics on a particular case, for fear of ruining our cases in front of the Courts or the
Hearing Officer.
Mr. Rivas, So I won’t…that’s fine, I get it, I’m not going to speak Mike. Mike
was the one that prompted this to be on the agenda. It comes from, and I don’t know
about the other members of the Council, but I know it seems like Mike and I get sent a
lot of pictures of people that have made complaint in the past and nothing gets done.
So again, I’m not going to speak for Mike, but it seems like some of these things take
some time, and I understand one of them, I understand if a property’s in bankruptcy
or something like that. So I understand that, but it just seems like some of them drag
on.
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Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Right.
Mr. Rivas, So do you have something…I don’t know Mike if you want to jump
in on why we asked Bob…
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, To give
you an idea, you all know about that one that is in bankruptcy, we hired a bankruptcy
attorney to open that up. We’re now processing that, as a matter of fact the daughter
of that particular person has called us this week, after the bankruptcy hearing to go
forward and find out what exactly needed to be done on that property to get into
compliance with us. So here again, we’re stepping there, we’re going…
Mr. Jessen, Yeah, I think from my perspective, and I’ve been aware of a couple
of cases for quite some time. In that particular case, without giving specifics, it’s a
Union Township case…
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Yes.
Mr. Jessen, that I’m referring to, and understanding that it’s a further…it’s a
complicated process to begin with and it can be a lengthy process, and then throw in a
bankruptcy, it can make it even more complicated. And so it sounds like in that
process we are responding, we are doing all…part of the question is are we doing all
we can to make sure that we expedite these cases through the process. And that
particular issue has been an issue for a few years.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Correct.
Mr. Jessen, And if that’s the best that we can do, if that’s the best the courts
can do, and if that the best the law allows, to me that seems to be a problem.
Especially as you look at it through the eyes of the next-door neighbor, who drives
past it each and every day and looks at it every single day. Would love to sell their
house but they can’t because they know the property values diminish to a point that it
would have a significant impact on their value. So, if we’re truly at a point now where
we are pushing all the levers that we have at our disposal and that’s progress. But it
seems like it’s taken us quite a while to get to that point, does that make any sense?
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, It does,
and having been at the planning commission level dealing with code enforcement for
probably better than twenty (20) years, I will tell you that the system that the
Commissioners have set up now, and what Attorney McClure has been working on
with the Hearing Officer, speeds things up considerably. It may not seem that way,
but from my advantage it does. I have had cases get stuck over court for…I mean the
Judge sits there and says, well how much time do you need? Oh ninety (90) days,
okay ninety (90) days…boom. Ninety (90) days comes up, nothing happens then we’re
having to go back to the attorney. It’s like okay, we’ve got to get back in front of the
court, lord knows how long it’s going to take to get back in front of that Judge. But
you have to file paperwork again and everything like that, it could become very
lengthy, and the thing with this you guys are going to probably think I’m nuts when I
state this. That person that we’re going against also has rights.
Mr. Simms, That’s true.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, And we
got to make sure that we do not violate any of those rights going forward with our
process. I’ve been over there in that court where judge has looked at it and said no,
no, you did it wrong…boom gone, and you just say no really? What? So…
Mr. Jessen, Let me ask you this Bob, how with the process that we now have in
place…
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Yes.
that?

Mr. Jessen, Has not been in place for an extended period of time, am I right on
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Development & Storm Water Management Attorney Scott McClure, It hasn’t.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, It hasn’t.
Development & Storm Water Management Attorney Scott McClure, It’s been up
and running right before (inaudible) and that’s before the lull, that May and June I
think we’ve scheduled out through October at this point. I think another factor that
needs to be added is that if we…if we have four or five cases in which they have been
around for a decade and will be around a decade after this.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Yes.
Development & Storm Water Management Attorney Scott McClure, They cycle,
okay and so some of what happens is that in the process of working with the property
owner, they get it 90% percent cleaned up, and it goes back off the radar screen. And
then, six (6) months to eighteen (18) months, to twenty-four (24) months later we have
reinvented what we originally created in their yard or whatever the case may be.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Right.
Development & Storm Water Management Attorney Scott McClure, And we’re
back at it again. When you step back and you’re involved in it day to day, what it
ends up feeling like is that case somehow never is gone. It never progresses but in
reality the yard is doing this, it’s getting cleaned up and then it gets bad again, and it
gets cleaned up and it gets bad again. The efficient part of the Hearing Officer is we
can get before the Hearing Officer within thirty (30) days of any time period. Okay, so
we can get that in front of the Hearing Officer and again kind of put the…you know
reignite the fire under that individual property owner to fix it or we’re going to. The last
factor that I would like to point out is that some administrative decisions have to be
made at times, depending on the scope and size of the clean up. Because some of
them, and Union Township is one of them directly correlates such as size and mass
that the amount of money that it would require to clean it up becomes a little
daunting from a clean up standpoint. So what happens, like in that particular case
now the Bankruptcy Judge has said I’m going to let the county do it unless you do it.
I have a very scheduled time period for this to occur, because we were dealing with
some of this yard material has value potentially, which makes it exceedingly difficult
in demand for support while it’s happening. But that case has gone to Federal Court,
done those orders are in place, timeline …I believe the first one is coming up here, I
believe August 1st there has to be some certain amount of things completed and then
he can continue. If not then we get to go in at that point and if he gets to continue,
then he has the date I believe in October 1st or 15th and that’s when they have to be
completely done. Or again we get to go…I don’t want to go into a lecture but the
bottom line is all the progress that is happening now helpful not only to the neighbors,
but also we actually have to enter the (inaudible).
Mr. Jessen, Yeah, I think uh the process we have in place today, albeit it shut
down temporarily due to the pandemic. I think that’s a great step, because we are
addressing it. I think the residents that I’ve talked to and it’s Union Township, Liberty
Township, Center Township, Porter Township those folks their impression has been
that they made complaints, they’ve tried to get some action on these properties and
maybe up until recently, in their mind it’s fallen on deaf ears.
And there’s
nothing…they feel like there’s nothing they can do. So hopefully with this new
process…hopefully with the code enforcement officer we’re looking at things critically.
So when people do call to complain, I don’t know how we are tracking complaints, so
that we can confirm that we are following up on those complaints and doing
something about it. Because I think part of the impression has been that we maybe
erred on the side of well people have rights, and we may not like the way they have
their house, their yard or whatever, but there’s nothing we can do, and I content that
there is something that can be done.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, You also
have to look at the fact that we did not have a funding source to do this until a few
years ago. We now have a funding source.
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Mr. Jessen, And that’s part of my point frankly, is number one you have to
have a process.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Right.
Mr. Jessen, I get it, you have to have a funding source and if that’s what it
takes to get us to a point where we would be more comfortable then so be it, we can
create the funding source for that.
Development & Storm Water Management Attorney Scott McClure, Well and we
finally got that funding source a couple of years ago. And one of the permitting
changes that there’s a couple of dollars from the permits that (inaudible) fund finally
got to a place where it’s actionable as far as the dollar amount would be reoccurring,
based upon the amount of permits being requested. So we have that funding source
and we do have the process. I think we have made some adjustments at the critical
level of decision, of whether or not this is a case that should go forward, or a case is
being dealt with (inaudible). I think we’ve made some adjustments on those, that’s
why we have some cases now proceeding on through Unsafe Building. We just filed a
lawsuit last week on an illegal business in the residential area. And a couple more of
the loud warnings as far as we’ve got these reports, we’ve gotten these emails,
pictures, and things like that and if you don’t cease and desist you’ll be (inaudible)
also those aren’t really the Unsafe Building issue. That’s more of a Court issue, but
you’re also normally dealing with business that reacts differently than say a home.
Mr. Jessen, So for everyone’s edification, maybe when we talk about unsafe
buildings or property as compared to property maintenance, how do you classify those
and what happens as a result of being an unsafe building versus the property
maintenance?
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Property
maintenance and Scott correct me if I am wrong, when I say this. We would look at it
in a few of these situations if there is a lot of used construction material, or junk
vehicles, or just material just piled up, we would term it under unsafe premise.
Development & Storm Water Management Attorney Scott McClure,
would be under the Unsafe Building hearing also.

Those

Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Right.
Development & Storm Water Management Attorney Scott McClure, Due to the
nature of the complaint.
Mr. Jessen, Fire hazard…
Development & Storm Water Management Attorney Scott McClure, It’s under
the same context.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Right.
Development & Storm Water Management Attorney Scott McClure, Just to give
everybody context we are talking about yards that there is debris from the back door
all the way to the back property line. You get to that level we’re in a common
nuisance, we are in a different state. The premises becomes unsafe whether it’s Fire,
EMS, and the neighbors. You have things living in the materials and things like that,
so that goes through Unsafe Building also. If it comes to an unsafe premise, I am
happy to report that we’ve yet, knock on wood, had an issue of an unsafe building that
needed to be torn down that was currently had people living in it. So all the buildings
that we have had to take down are clearly past that stage, and have been past that
stage. So those are the only ones that are being torn down. I mean if the house or
home was salvageable, we don’t ask for it to be torn down, we ask for it to be secured.
Doors shut and the windows secured, stopping any kind of that attractive nuisance to
teenagers or animals and things along those lines, and the hope that it eventually
finishes. Whether it is in an estate or there is something going on normally that
allows that home to remain vacant, but we want to keep it protected, so that also runs
through Unsafe Building. It’s when you start getting the things that are…you’re doing
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something in your zoning district that you’re not allowed, that’s more of a…still a
court thing and less of a unsafe building issue.
Mr. Jessen, So, so Bob you mentioned nine (9) unsafe cases that are before the
Hearing Officer, and then there’s four (4) property maintenance…
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson,
Property maintenance, and we’re adding five (5) more unsafe structures into the
Hearing Officer.
Mr. Jessen, Okay, so that’s fourteen (14) and four (4)…so that is the total
number of properties that are on what would be a list, or on our watch list, or problem
list.
Development & Storm Water Management Attorney Scott McClure, (Inaudible)
up the past Code Enforcement Officers and up into legal. So it starts off with the Code
Enforcement Officer and then works his way up.
Mr. Jessen, So could you produce a list of properties that
as being problematic, that are currently being worked on
enforcement, or through the Hearing Officer? Because I think
making sure that there is awareness of it, and then some sort
follow-up, to make sure that somethings being done about it.

have been identified
through the code
part of the issue is
of accountability or

Mr. Brickner, Bob how are complaints generated through your office with the
code enforcement?
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Because
of the fact that we only have one code officer for the entire county. Huge area, it is
through complaints that are received.
Mr. Brickner, So we have highway people out from the county, we have sheriff’s
police that are out. Do they report anything to your office if they see something? Is
there a way for them to assist your office on having it more of a countywide effort for
people that are out on the street on a daily basis?
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson,
help sure.

It would

Development & Storm Water Management Attorney Scott McClure, I think
that’s a great idea, especially highways they are out on the roads every day and they
see things.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Yes.
Mr. Brickner, And you have one code enforcement officer for the entire county.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Right.
Mr. Brickner, Each city has one code enforcement officer, usually for a city.
You know I guess I’m just going to say what I think, not to speak for the rest of the
Council. I mean code enforcement is a quality of life issue, I think for a county, the
aesthetics of our county is…well I would say is important to our residents. It’s a
slippery slope, when certain things are…it takes a lot of time and maybe some of these
thing you’re talking about are the bigger rocks of code enforcement. But some of the
low-hanging fruit, so to speak…
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Yes.
Mr. Brickner, to use that term, I would like to see us be more aggressive with
that.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Sure.
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Mr. Brickner,
And if that takes us, when you talk about a funding
source…getting you more than one code enforcement officer to do this, because I really
think that property maintenance, plighted areas, junk cars, you know weeds growing
over, that’s a quality of life issue for the county and it affects a lot of different things.
It’s a big responsibility, so how we as a county not get behind the eight ball? I
understand these bigger items, the Hearing Officer seeing some of these cases and
they take months, and you know it’s very complicated, but I guess my question is
what can we do as a council to help you to be more aggressive? Because I think
Councilman Jessen is being more diplomatic, I hear not too many good things about
our code enforcement effort in the county. I’ll be very honest with you I hear that it’s
understaffed, there is not any accountability. On behalf of our officers, some things
don’t even get to the Hearing Officer. I would like to know how many reports, or how
many times our code enforcement officer has responded, and what if any action has
been taken? How many calls for service, and what’s being done? What is our code
enforcement doing? Is he giving verbal warnings? Is he writing any types of citations,
is he giving any time limits? Is he forwarding these to the Hearing Officer, because I’m
hearing…again the information I get as a Council person, is that our code enforcement
in the county is lacking. And I would hate for us to you know…I think we are very
fortunate in Porter County, where we live and I think it’s something we need to really
look at if we can re-evaluate our ordinances on that. What kind of teeth do we have
with this, are we giving our Code Enforcement Officer the opportunity to take action at
the scene? I mean these are things that I would like to know about.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Sure
Mr. Brickner, And what are we doing as a county, or yourself…your office to
get the other employees engaged? Because I think this could be a joint county effort,
at least to get some reports. I mean if you have somebody driving a county truck, and
they see a plighted area and they are out doing a job, maybe there could be a way that
they could get this report to your office and at least we could make contact with our
residents to let them know that at least we are aware of it. And maybe start the ball
rolling, instead of what Councilman Jessen is saying that some people are thinking
that we’re really not doing much of anything. And that their case is being put on the
back burner, there’s a lot of frustration and I mean…
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson,
kind of understand what we…

So you

Mr. Brickner, I would like to see us…whatever we can do to help you. I can’t
speak for the rest of the Council Members, but if we need to get you some more help,
and again, deal with this before it gets out of hand.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson,
Sure
understood, and I think we can work on it especially since we do have the funding
source and I see Vicki’s got the fund up. The property maintenance ones are the ones
that are going to scare me as far as going in and cleaning up. Because if we open
sealed bids in front of the Commissioners to hire a contractor to go in, I remember
having to do that a number of years back, and the one property we were looking at,
the bids came in around $60,000 dollars so I mean it gets expensive. Okay, with the
funding source four (4) years ago I will tell you what we did, I mean we had no…we
didn’t have a stick. We couldn’t go out there, so we would sit there and say, you know
if you don’t get out there and clean this up, we’re going to take you to court and
everything. We were bluffing, because we had no funding to take us there and get us
to that point. So now we do, so yeah okay our enforcement we will look into that and
we’ll start moving. So I mean with the past two (2) years on this with the Hearing
Officer, yes we are moving. But a few years back and yes I can understand why they
would be frustrated.
Mr. Brickner, You need additional people out in the field. You need another
Code Enforcement Officer…one Code Enforcement Officer for the county doesn’t seem
adequate.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Yes.
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Mr. Brickner, And it seems like we haven’t really address that, maybe as a
Council. I don’t know…I guess I’m a freshman, but that doesn’t seem adequate, and
shame on us if we aren’t giving you the people that you need to do this job. Because
for me, and you know I think the people I talk to our residents, this is a top, this is a
priority.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Yes.
Mr. Brickner, And nobody wants to be the person living next to a plighted area.
Oh yeah, that’s over on that side of the street, I don’t have to worry about it. But until
it happens to you, it becomes number one, and then it becomes a priority. So if you
need something from us, I think we’re obligated to provide you the tools to help you.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Okay. I
appreciate hearing that, I appreciate hearing the fact that he’s…the one comment you
made that this is a benefit to the public. Alright, I’ll be back.
Mr. Bozak, Bob I have a question, do you…
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson,
definitely be back later.

I will

Mr. Rivas, Hold on…hold on Andy, Sylvia wants to talk.
Mr. Bozak, Oh okay.
Mr. Rivas, Thank you.
Ms. Graham, I wanted to ask…I have been involved with multiple complaints
about different areas of Porter County, especially one…
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Right.
Ms. Graham, in Center Township, and does it matter? I mean do you keep
track of how many times one person has been reported? I mean this one person and
like you say we don’t want to involve a name or anything, but multiple times. I mean
this has gone on for years and years.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson,
you’re talking about, that’s fairly close to where you live.

The one

Ms. Graham, Yes.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, This is a
person that would clean it up, it gets bad again. We go out there and tell them, he
you’ve got to do something. They start making an effort to clean it up, we’re trying to
work with them, then all of the sudden, boom it gets bad again.
Ms. Graham, So the thing of it is, these neighbors…
Development & Storm Water Management
Remember no funding source. We now have it.

Director

Robert

Thompson,

Ms. Graham, I tend to agree we probably…okay you do have it now.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson,
and that person you’re talking about is before the Hearing Officer.

Right

Ms. Graham, Okay.
Mr. Rivas, Andy do you have something?
Mr. Bozak, Bob, I have a question, do you guys have some kind of CSM
Software or Customer Service Management Software where you can track this stuff?
For example, a complaint can come in from the public, they can do it online or the
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police officer or whoever see it can publish it online, then the software gives them
updates. Not specifically what you’re doing, but actions have been taken. It
automatically updates them, I mean it seems like a lot of it is communications from
what I’m gathering.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, We do
have an email system that goes through Curt Ellis and then is forwarded to us when
there’s a complaint.
Mr. Rivas, Anything else?
Mr. Bozak, No I’m talking more of a management software tool.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, We’re…
Mr. Bozak, It’s like a database.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, We’re
looking at the idea of having one of the GIS platforms, like what we do with the
Stormwater complaint. Where they file a complaint and it actually goes through that
process, so we were actually looking at that at one time. I do believe Chuck Miller in
our office, does have it pretty much set. It’s just a matter of…
Mr. Bozak, Because that would identify what Sylvia was saying, repeat
offenders by multiple tickets.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Right.
Mr. Bozak, So okay thank you.
Mr. Simms,
Bob I just have one quick question about something you
mentioned. You mentioned sign ordinance, what would an example of something that
would be a violation of our sign ordinance?
Mr. Bozak, Big signs?
Mr. Simms, I mean like falling down.
Mr. Bozak, Big signs.
Development & Storm Water Management Attorney Scott McClure, To many,
wrong location, wrong style…
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, To many
lights.
Mr. Simms, Somebody puts up something and they’ve got a sign in the wrong
spot on their property or something?
Development & Storm Water Management Attorney Scott McClure,
normally temporary signs that…

It’s

Mr. Simms, Oh.
Development & Storm Water Management Attorney Scott McClure, wrong spot.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Do you
want a example?
Mr. Simms, Well without compromising anything.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson,
Hwy 6 and McCool.
Mr. Simms, Okay.
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U.S.

Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson,
there and look at the southwest corner.

Stand

Mr. Simms, Okay.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, And look
at the northwest corner.
Mr. Simms, Okay.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Tell me
the differences?
Mr. Simms, Okay.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, This is a
person we’ve been at saying get it cleaned up.
Mr. Simms, Okay I appreciate that…
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, It’s now
in Scott’s hands.
Mr. Simms, It’s what?
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, It’s now
in Scott’s hands.
Mr. Simms, Okay, all right I appreciate that.
Mr. Rivas, All right, well thanks that was…
Mr. Bozak, Enlightening?
Mr. Rivas, Lengthy discussion.
(Laughter)
Mr. Rivas, We appreciate it, we’ll stay on top and please continue the
conversation with Bob as we move into budget session. If this is something that you
guys are serious about, and he thinks that there’s a need for. Another one, it’s
something we’ll have to fund, so when budget session comes and it’s in there, don’t
beat them up for it being in there.
Mr. Bozak, I didn’t say that.
Mr. Rivas, Have further discussion with them.
Mr. Bozak, I’m beating them up.


Highway and Storm Water –
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek and
Development & Storm Water Director Bob Thompson
o

Roads and Paving Report

Mr. Rivas, All right Bob, I think you can stay here.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Oh?
Mr. Rivas, You’re on board again.
(Laughter)
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Mr. Rivas, Highway and Storm Water, Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek and
Development & Storm Water Director Bob Thompson paving report.
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, Let me pass these out to you.
Mr. Rivas, You have about two minutes.
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, Two minutes alright.
Mr. Rivas, The floor is yours.
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, Alright back before Matt Gavelek (Senior
Highway Engineer) left for greener pastures, he put this PowerPoint together. What
it goes through and breaks down the state of our roads currently, and it also
projects out over the next couple of decades of how our roads are going to continue
to either deteriorate or get better depending on available funding.

Let’s go to the next one (Roadway Network see below)

Thank you. What this is just a breakdown of our road network. It’s showing that we
have about 281 miles of Chip & Seal; 471 miles of Asphalt and then a miscellaneous
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of other items of Gravel, Dirt and such. Note that in those 471 of asphalt, you have
over 200 subdivisions, a lot of which are now 50 to 60 years old. Some of them the
pavements in them are 30 years old.

Our next slide please (see above Roadsoft Modeling). What Matt did was, he went on
a Roadsoft program that we have, which is for Michigan Tech University. And what
he did was we rated the 300…or the 3,246 segments of road every year, and that’s
the 800 miles of road all together. What he did is he entered a deterioration curve,
treatment parameters, and then a accurate square yardage. At this moment in time
our paser rating is a 5.1 and that’s on a scale of one to ten. Ten being brand new
and one being dirt. 553 miles he projects out…or he projected out roughly 70%
percent are going to need to be reconstructed in the next five years. Now that
reconstruction can be anywhere from a chip and seal road getting resurfaced to an
asphalt road totally being ground up, cement stabilized or inch and a half mil in
overlay.

Next slide please (see above Existing Funding & Strategy). What this one shows is
the current funding source. Currently we’re using about $1.5 million out of Highway
Funds that we receive from the state. And that goes to Chip & Sealing that we do inhouse and in the crack sealing that we contract out every year. This year we’re
looking at fourteen miles…oh I’m sorry about fifteen miles of Chip & Seal, that’s
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down a little bit from the previous years just because of the fact that our roads really
took a beating this year. And instead of doing single seals over decent chip seal
roads, fifteen miles of total reconstruction of those chips seal, that obviously thakes
more money, so that’s why that number dropped. The $2,000,000 dollar in asphalt
projects, that’s a Community Crossing Matching Grant where we get $1,000,000
dollars matching funds from the state. That’s going to be about fourteen miles of
paving this year, and from the looks of it, it’s going to come in over estimates just
because of the increase that we’ve seen in oil prices over the last four months.
About four months ago Matt turned that in? I know it was last fall…
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, No he
had the engineering estimates done in December.
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, Yeah.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, The
CCMG (Community Crossing Match Grant) applications were due in the beginning of
January.
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, Yeah and we all know what has happened
to oil prices since December.
Mr. Bozak, Sadly.
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, I forgot to mention the crack seal, we’re
going to be crack sealing approximately sixty miles of road. That sixty miles is roads
that have been paved within the last four or five years. By spending that and getting
the cracks sealed up where you keep that water out from those roads and slow down
the deterioration for quite a bit.

Next slide (see above Strategy Comparison). So what Matt did here, is he came up
with two different scenarios, the first one being what I just went over. And if you
look at the deterioration curve he has at the bottom, by keeping the funding source
as is, which is the $1,500,000 from state highway dollars that we receive. And then
the $1,000,000 from the Council and Commissioners, along with the $1,000,000
matching funds, you’ll see that the rating of our roads just steadily declines (blue
line on graph).
The next scenario we came up with is keeping that scenario, plus adding an
additional $2,000,000 dollars a year, which you see in the center being the red line
on the graph. You can see it starts to increase steadily over the next twenty years.
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And then by adding $4,000,000 dollars (see yellow line on graph) above what we are
currently using, it greatly improves the way our roads are.

Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, Questions?
Mr. Bozak, Why does it say add $2,000,000 dollars a year with a $3,000,000
dollars total?
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek,
That’s out of the Commissioners and
Council. You have the $1,000,000 dollars matching.
Mr. Bozak, Oh plus the $1,000,000 dollars.
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, Correct.
Mr. Bozak, Okay thank you.
Mr. Simms, Jim, I’ve got a question…go ahead.
Ms. Graham, So you’re asking $6,000,000 dollars?
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, Well no, this is…
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, No
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek,
giving you figures.

We’re not asking for anything, we’re just

Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, I can
give you an idea of the costs that are going to be coming at you.
Ms. Graham, (Inaudible) that’s what I’m looking at.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, CCMG
(Community Crossing Matching Grant) when we did the construction estimates for
these projects, we come out and we try to shoot for $2,000,000 dollars. It’s a 50/50
match, okay $1,000,000 dollars with the county and $1,000,000 from INDOT
(Indiana Department of Transportation). We did the engineering estimates back in
December and they were estimating a ton of asphalt between $70 to $80 dollars per
ton. They even increased it a little bit, percentage for a cost of living increase at like
3% percent, which wasn’t even close to what we’re seeing now, right.
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So Christy Antonio has been going online on some bidder website and pulled up
some recent bids from CCMG projects across St. John. She was looking at the costs
per ton at $105 to $125 dollars per ton. Valparaiso I believe received $90 to $105
dollars per ton and it depended on the asphalt specification on this. We’re
prediction that $2,000,000 dollar project that we sent into the state is probably
going to cost the Commissioners $2,600,000 dollars, and we would probably not be
surprised if it came in at $2,800,000 dollars for that. Those sealed bids are going to
be opened at the next meeting, the July 12th meeting. Plus this is only for 11 miles
of road too…just shy of 11 miles of road is what we’re looking at for those costs.
Now with the CCMG program on that, the state’s not going to make up any of the
extra funding. The state’s just going to give us the $1,000,000 dollars and we have
to come up with the $1,600,000 dollars to $1,800,000 dollars additional if we want
to continue on with that program for this year. Another way to look at this, if we try
to cut out projects, each one of those road paving projects is a separate bid, and a
separate application at INDOT. So if we remove a particular project INDOT removes
the funding for that particular project from the engineer’s estimate.
Mr. Brickner, So Bob, these numbers are just to maintain, this isn’t even
really to gain.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, What
you’re seeing is from the strategy comparison that was done there from Matt
Gavelek, our former Highway Engineer. The $2,000,000 dollars was looking at the
CCMG program basically, that if you go by today’s dollars you can probably take
that $2,000,000 million and probably should up it to like $3,000,000 dollars will
gain us ground. Will the $4,000,000 dollars would greatly improve it, you probably
for today’s dollars need to go $5,000,000 to $5,500,000 dollars.
Mr. Brickner, How many miles will this…let’s just say $5,000,000 dollars,
how many miles do you think that would do?
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, $2.6
million to $2.8 million dollars that we are looking at with CCMG is 10.89 miles…we’ll
say say 11 milles. Okay, I was asked to look into $3,000,000 dollars on top of that if
possible, you might be able to get 12 miles. So with that added on you’d be looking
at maybe what? 23 miles of roads for about a little under $6,000,000 dollars.
Mr. Jessen, So the total for 2021 was how much spent on roads?
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, I believe it was…you had the $2,000,000
dollars in Community Crossing Match Grant (CCMG) and then the subdivisions were
at $3,500,000 dollars roughly.
Mr. Jessen, So $2,000,000 dollars of what would have been ordinary
budgeting, and then the $3,500,000 dollars is what we added for 2021.
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, I belive it was $3,500,000 dollars.
Mr. Jessen, So a total of $5.5 million dollars?
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson,
Correct, I mean the state contributed $1,000,000 dollars of that so $4.5 million
dollars.
Mr. Jessen, Pardon me?
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson,
state contributed $1,000,000 dollars of that with the CCMG.

The

Mr. Jessen, The road work for 2021 total was $6.5 million dollars.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Total.
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Mr. Jessen, And then for 2022 we have if budgeted up to this point, how
much do we have budgeted?
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, So we have $1.5 million dollars of Highway
dollars MVH (Motor Vehicle Highway) and LRS (Local Road and Street) funds, and
then we’re going to say $2.6 million dollars of the CCMG (Community Crossing
Match Grant) fund. Which was originally estimated at $2,000,000 dollars, but as
Bob explained, it’s going to come in higher.
Mr. Jessen, So if things go kind of as we see them today, if there are no
changes, it looks like we spent $4.1 million dollars on roads for 2022.
it?

Mr. Brickner, How much Mike? Would you say that again? How much was
Mr. Jessen, $4.1 Million dollars for 2022.

Mr. Simms, Are we gonna save that? You know like some of these areas that
got annexed in or are going to be annexed into Valpo, are we going to save anything?
I mean, where any of those roads expected to be worked on?
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, The ones that are getting annexed now?
Mr. Simms, Right.
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, No I don’t believe so.
Mr. Simms, We need to get them to annex our bad roads. We need to save
some money, work on that Mike will you.
Mr. Rivas, So none of that $4.1 million dollars is into the subdivisions that’s
not part of the subdivision program that was laid out last year to continue to tackle
that.
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek,
The CCMG, you know when we
submitted…when Matt submitted them to the state, you obviously go by traffic
counts and whether it’s…what reading is as far as a road and subdivisions.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, CCMG
for 2022 was all…they’re all county roads.
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, Major roads.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Major
roads, they were’t…no subdivisions were in there.
Mr. Bozak, Bless you.
Mr. Jessen, Yeah, the way I see it, so what we do know is we’ve got almost
800 miles of roads.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson,
Correct?
Mr. Jessen, And we are woefully behind on the maintenance of those roads
and it’s no fault of anyone in particular, just over the years we clearly haven’t been
investing the money into the roads to take care of them, maintain them, perserve
them, and the budget that we’ve been using over the last several years hasn’t been
adequate period.
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, Correct and one thing you know this
doesn’t take into account is increased traffic,
Mr. Jessen, Right, oh yeah clearly.
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Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, (Inaudible) so these roads that were built
and designed thirty years ago are taking way more traffic than they originally were.
Mr. Jessen,

Yeah, so we’re incredibly behind.

Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, Right.
Mr. Jessen, The funding that I think one of the best decisions we made as a
county last year for 2021 was the additional $3.5 million dollars in funding. Which
if I remember right, that allowed us to do the worst subdivisions as you mentioned
Jim.
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, Yeah it was twenty-one.
Mr. Jessen, Twenty-one subdivisions, which in the past subdivisions have
been completely neglected, because they’re not high traveled. They haven’t been
touched and many cases haven’t been preserved, because I know that’s an important
part of the road maintenance efforts. So last year, you know at least we threw a
puch at it, to try to make some improvement and I’m sure the residents of those
twenty neighborhoods enjoyed that, appreciated that, and said okay there’s some
effort taking place. So I guess where I am coming from, and speaking for myself, in
terms of maintaining and caring for the infrastructure, I really believe that’s at the
heartbeat of what county government should do. We’ve got how many bridges
throughout the county that we care for and responsible for?
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, We’re
at 132 and we’re going to be adding more.
Mr. Jessen, 132 plus bridges that are the county’s responsibility.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Right.
Mr. Jessen,
We’ve got 800 miles of roads which are the county’s
responsibility. There’s more traffice, we’ve had a tough winter, and when you talk to
the residents at the top of their mind is they think the road condition should be
better, and arguably they should. In this particular case, the way to make it better
is you need to have a department that can manage it, which we have. We need to be
prepared to step up and make appropriate funding available to help in that effort.
And understanding if you took care of all the roads today, it would be…I don’t know
$100 million dollars, I have no idea…
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, Somewhere around there.
Mr. Jessen, So that obviously isn’t what I’m suggesting, but to try to make
some progress to try to get a little bit of work done to try to get us at least in better
shape. You know I think that’s the responsibility of…the responsibility for all of us, I
guess my suggestion would be as we look at what needs to be done. I would suggest
that if you could prepare a listing, if you had another $3.5 million dollars in 2022,
similar to what you had in 2021 what would be the priorities? In terms of what
would you do to best utilize that additional funding, and then I think we have to take
a hard look at that and make some considerations as to wheather or not we
comfortable to dedicate those funds to that particular project. Because I will tell
you, they are not going to get any better, and the longer you let them deteriorate.
The longer you don’t maintain them on an ongoing basis, then the problem gets
worse and worse, and then you are in a position where we are today.
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, Yes.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Yes, I
have been playing around with that thought now, looking at what roads I would
present to the elected officials for that.
Mr. Jessen, I would be curious to see that.
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Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson,
you’re looking at maybe twelve, well I was looking at $3,000,000 dollars.

So

Mr. Rivas, Would you stay within the neighborhood or the subdivision
program? Or are you talking about getting outside of that?
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, There
is one subdivision road, I added to it that list. To give you an idea on this, you
mentioned the PASER ratings where it goes from one to ten. Ten being perfect, one
being you know…bad. PASER ratings mileage of roads rated four or less is 360
miles of roads and we have 800 miles. So we have a number of routes that are not
in that really good of condition. So I mean we’re chipping away with what I was
looking at and playing around with…with that funding that you’re talking about. I’m
probably not going to get above anything that’s rated a two. We’re trying to hit these
roads that are what that have been traveled, or considered collectors, or major
arterials and that and trying to get them to a point where they’re good.
Mr. Jessen, The worst of the worst.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Right.
Mr. Brickner, I would say I’m in agreement 100% percent with what Mike’s
saying and I would always say I’d rather look at…you know talk about financing this
sooner than later. I mean, there is a road paving season?
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Right.
Mr. Brickner, And to utilize this funding, for this calendar year, I would
assume we would have to probably make a decision, again sooner than later.
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, (Inaudible) if we were to go…
Mr. Brickner, To move forward with this…yeah.
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, Within the next month, you’d have to put it
out for bid to get it done this year.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson,
Probably would send out our engineering crews to do quick course on these roads,
just to see what’s there.
Mr. Brickner, Okay.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, And
figure out what our construction bid documents are going to be looking at so we can
do…
Mr. Brickner, It sounds like you have been a plan that you are working on
and you know I guess it comes down to us on this. Because I agree it’s
underfunded, it’s been underfunded for numerous years. We’ve gotten behind again,
we’ve gotten behind the eight ball and this is a commitment I think that…again not
to speak for my fellow Council Members that we should be committed to, and I also
agree with Councilman Jessen that this is a priority for our residents in our county
is maintaining our roads and bridges. We just had a Foundation…we just had a
presentation, we’re not broke and we need to figure how to allocate these monies
wisely, and I can’t think of a better investment than into our roads.
Mr. Rivas, No we can’t stop, you know we started last year.
ourselves in a good position for a lot of things…

We’ve put

Ms. Graham, Absolutely.
Mr. Rivas, I don’t think anybody here is going to stand up here and say let’s
raise some taxes. So we’ve got the money to do a lot of things here because we’ve
been conservative for a long time. So if you could, I think what I am hearing, if you
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could put a plan together for next month and we’ll figure out a way to fund it. We’ll
talk to the Commissioners.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Case
in point, I know the Bridge fund was rather contentious last year. With that ideal, I
had to report to the Commissioners that towards the end of May we had a bridge fail.
We had to close it totally. Our inspector for United Consulting just happened to be
out there inspecting that particular bridge and a single axle delivery truck drove
across it and they actually witnessed the beams sag down and go back up.
Mr. Brickner, Jeez.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson,
Um…we had to close it immediately, it’s unsafe. So that road 1050 South is going to
probably be closed for a couple of years until we get a new bridge in. So I…and it
was totally unexpected, but it happens.
Mr. Rivas, All right, so put together what you’ve been working on, give me a
call and let’s talk about a number.
right.

Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson,

All

Mr. Rivas, Talk about a number, talk to the Commissioners and let’s move it
forward.
Highway Supervisor Jim Polarek, Thank you.
Development & Storm Water Management Director Robert Thompson, Thank
you.
Mr. Bozak, Have a good night.


North West (formally Porter Hospital) – Ms. Ashley Dickinson, FACHE – CEO
o

Tax Abatement - Form CF-1 for Real and Personal Property

Mr. Rivas, So let’s keep rolling, we’ve got the North West Hospital here for Tax
Abatement on the Real and Personal Property. Harold do you want to give us a
quick rundown on what we need to do here? To just move it right along, you
reviewed that they are in compliance.
Council Attorney Harold Harper, They are in compliance, I did review it, it’s a
yearly review. It’s self-recording and they’re in compliance, I see no other issues
with that.
Mr. Rivas, Vicki how much longer? When is this done, we’ve got to be close.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Pay 2022 is the last year. So this is the last year of the
abatement.
Mr. Rivas, All right, so everything is in order? Do we have to do anything?
Council Attorney Harold Harper, Approved by motion for the form, but other
than that no.
Mr. Jessen, I’ll make the motion.
Ms. Graham, Second.
Mr. Rivas, Motion and a second to approve the CF-1 Form for both the
Personal Property and Real Property.
Mr. Jessen, Yes.
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Ms. Graham, Right.
Mr. Rivas, Motion and a second, discussion? Any questions?
Ms. Graham, They’ve been good stewards. That’s good.
Mr. Jessen, I would say if…since you guys have been so patient as we’ve gone
through this. Any quick updates on how the Hospital is doing and…a little report on
that if you would.
North West Hospital CEO Ashley Dickinson, Sure, we of course have come out
of a rough couple of years with COVID. But, we are growing our team stronger, we
are improving on our vacancy rates, which we are really proud of with nursing and
other clinical staff. We have good strategies coming forward into the upcoming three
(3), four (4) years, and so I think overall we’re pretty strong. We’re putting a lot of
new physicians into the community and continuing to improve our clinical quality as
well.
Ms. Graham, Very good. Thank you.
Mr. Rivas, Thank you, thank you for being patient. Can we get a roll call?
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Yes
Motion carried on the following roll call vote:
Mr. Brickner
Ms. Graham
Mr. Jessen
Mr. Simms
Mr. Rivas
Mr. Bozak

-

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Auditor Vicki Urbanik, 6-0,
Mr. Rivas, Sorry, but you got to watch us work a little bit.
North West Hospital CEO Ashley Dickinson, Yes we did.
(Laughter)
Mr. Rivas, Thank you very much.


PYRCE Healthcare Group Presentation – Jan Pyrce, M.B.A from the J.L.
Kellogg Graduate School of Management, Northwestern University and
M.A. in Social Work University of Chicago.
o

Porter County Suicide Awareness and Prevention Assessment

Mr. Rivas, All right let me see…Pyrce Healthcare Group, I didn’t want to say it
wrong. We have a presentation on…same thing you guys have all received this and it
was presented at the Commissioner meeting. So we’ll give them a chance to go
through it with us. Hello
PYRCE Healthcare Group Founder Jan Pyrce, Good evening, I’m Jan Pyrce and
Ann Schreiner, nice to see you. I appreciate the opportunity to be here.
PYRCE Healthcare Group Senior Clinical Consultant Ann Schreiner, Nice to
see you, I appreciate the opportunity to be here.
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PYRCE Healthcare Group Founder Jan Pyrce, Now you have the presentation,
we have the slides up as well if anybody here in the audience doesn’t have it. We can
go to the first slide (see below). Okay thank you, so this project started in November of
2021 and we just completed in May 2022 and this is executive summary that I’m
going to go through provides the highlights of findings and recommendations for the
report. I think everybody has access to the full report, which is 40 pages, but this will
give you I think a good overview of the findings. Some of the qualitatvie and
quantitative research as well as where we think the most high impact
recommendations are that we’d like to share with you. You know first I would just like
to start with commending the county for taking this project on. I think as everybody’s
aware, we were engaged by the County Commissioners and I think it’s certainly a
testament to your interest in an area, suicide awareness and prevention, that’s
extremely important to the Health and Well Being of a county of our poplulation and
in our country. And I appreciate the commitment and interest and focus here.

So this is just a little bit about the team and myself (see below) and then the third
person working with us. Mimi Skapek is our analytics person. All us of have 20-30
years of experience, work nationally with organizations across the contry. Probably
most recently in Indiana I’ve done some work with the Franciscan Health System. But
we primarily, almost primarily or exclusively focus on behavioral health
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So a little bit about the methodology (see below) what do we do. We did thirty-eight
(38) interviews, with individuals representing a whole wide range of stakeholder
groups. So agencies within the county, schools, law enforcement, criminal justice, the
recovery community, State of Indiana, related agencies, and local government. Ann
and I both worked in having those interviews and you know I think we were really
moved by the commitment of many individuals in your community, who very much
wanted to particiapate in that process, shared ideas, shared their experience and we’re
really mission driven, and it was a really positive part of the work that we did. Then to
the qualitatvie part, we also use data that you have here in the county from your
suicide overdose committee, from CDC, as well as State of Indiana, so that we’re kind
of both getting qualitative and quantitative input. And then another important piece
to this was, we took a look at several studies . So you know I think as everybody’s
aware there’s been a national focus on this topic on a State and on a local level, and
the research is continuing and there were of studies that had just come out that I’ll
highlight a couple of them that we think are very important, so that you have both
more micro local input, but also macro. Some of the trends that are occurring at the
national level.
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So a couple of key trends in the United States (see below). So the suicide rate in the
United States for 2020 was 13.48 per 100,000 individuals. Still very high in middleaged white men. Firearms accountion for the majority of suicide deaths. Rural
counties being harder hit in terms of suicide and I think that what I’d really like to
highlight here is this last bullet here. That suicide touches whole communities. Each
person who dies by suicide leaves behind from the research, 135 people who knew
them, and the impact of suicide and the bereavement that follows. So when we really
think about this, we obviously focused on the individuals, but very much want to
think about the impact on the community as an important part.

In terms of the data (see below), so here we’ve compared the U.S.suicide death rates
compared to Indiana, compared to Porter County, looking at a period from 2012 to
2020. So if you kind of take the most recent period, you know we see the U.S.rate in
2020. U.S at 13.5, Indiana is 15 and Porter County at 15.3. There was a question at
the Commissioners meeting about your surrounding counties, so I did pull that
information which isn’t listed on this slide. So Lake County if we just took 2020 was
at 10.9. LaPorter County was at 20.1…so higher.
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And then the next slide (see below), you can kind of see this in the graph. Where you
see your county (green line) there in the 2017 where we really see that pick-up, it has
subsided but still slightly above both the State and the U.S. level in looking at the
most recent year that we have CDC information in 2020.

So a couple of…a key piece here we use for framework (see below). So how do we want
to think about this? Because there is…you know we’re going to get to talking about a
public health approach. This framework is a framework that’s being used nationally
and from the suicide prevention resource center.
Talking about the different
components that are important to be in place in a community. In having a community
focus on suicide awareness and prevention. So if you look at this there’s the first part,
the first of the key there at the top, is the idea of engaging people with lived
experience, and this is being very much discussed and research in the field. What this
means is that we need all hands on deck if you will, that this isn’t just a focus for
individuals in the professional community. That individual in the peer and way
community need to be involved in particularly individuals who have had this
experience and you’re probably familiar with that in the substance use and addiction.
The peer support, 12-stepgroups, and some of those same concepts now are coming
here, so we need to be in the churches. We need to be in the businesses having these
discussions. It cannot be exclusively the focus of the professional community to be
most effective in building a community program.
The second part of the successes is partnerships and collaboration, so no one agency
or organization is going to be able to take this on. You know we’re going to need to
have obviously need leading behavioral health, agencies and organizations, but we
also need the health systems because we know about comorbidity of behavioral health
and mental health issues with health issues. You know as I mentioned we need the
employers, we need the schools to be involved. I mean this is a discussion, we need to
make this speakable in the schools as well, so that we have a real wraparound
approach.
The third part on these keys to success or having safe and engaging messaging, and
that needs to really run the gambit. Obviously when we think about messaging, a lot
of times we think about newspapers or the media. But again, we want to get into
community organizations, into church, and we want to talk about the language. There
was a gentleman here in the audience when I presented to the Commissioners, who
shared his experience, his lived experience and how he learned about the language.
And we don’t say someone committed suicide, you know someone died by suicide and
maybe it sounds like a nuance, but there’s a whole body of research and literature
about how we need to learn to talk about it, which is important.
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The other kind of keys to success, again to being able to culturally competently relate
to the population and finally evidence-based. We’re…you know we’re still learning in
the field. You know I’ve pulled the national research, and we want to be sure the
initiatives that we launch here have outcomes…have focused on outcomes and on
evidence, so that we can continue to learn from our own experience. And we’ll be
better and we’ll do continuous quality improvement, and program improvement if we
have a good tracking of outcomes in research.

So two studies I just want to highlight that I think will lead us to this importance on
having a public health approach, that were just actually were published in January of
2022. And, both studies indicated that although there’s been a growth of suicide
prevention programs, nationally a significant number of at-risk individuals are not
accessing those programs within the formal behavioral health community, and again
this is where we want…we need to move into a lot of different groups, and talk about
the lived experiences.
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And what’s important is that the fact that the authors shared that several factors
contributed to the non-use of mental health services. Stigma, the desire to be selfreliant, limited access, negative attitudes or negative experiences with the mental
health system. And one of the studies suggested that two-thirds of the individuals in a
previous year had not…who had a suicide experience had not had contact with the
formal mental health or behaviorial health system. So what the author suggested is
again more peer supporters, more diverse providers, you know pushing into health
systems, and a real public health approach that includes the formal treatment system,
but is more than the formal treatment system.

So you will see in the next slide (see below), this is where we begin to talk about
having a Public Health Model for Suicide Awareness and Prevention. There are four
major components of this, so when we talk about treatment you see layer there the
treatment, that is actually individuals going and getting services. It could be
counseling services for sure, but before we get to that, we really want to talk about
what can we do? The framework uses promotion, a lot of times we talk about that
section as awareness. How can we get awareness out there? How can we do
prevention? And with prevention you know we’re looking at early identification, what
are the protective factors that we can put into place? And again a big piece of that is
also learning to talk about stigma, and how we make this speakable and how we help
individuals feel safe talking about this within their families, within their churches,
within the various groups that they’re part of.
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I’m sorry if we could just go back for one minute…the other at the end, the final one
there at the end the recovery. Again this is unlike some other areas in medicine, many
individuals with behavioral health, mental health and substance use issues are in
lifelong recovery. So although there may me an intervention at the treatment process,
we need to be sure that there contionues to be the kind of support systems that are
out there to be able to be availble to them to support them. You know if there’s a
relapse, that they’re able to get services again and we talk about being on a path to
recovery as a big part of what we do.

So, the key findings from the study, to the County’s credit there are several evidencebased suicide awareness and prevention training programs, and outreach programs
that are currently being offered in the county. There’s the QPR (Question, Persuade
and Refer) program, the Mental Health First Aid, Sources of Strength, and
organizations participating in these training programs have included agencies, law
enforcement, the schools, veterans groups and others. And several tools are being
used by professionals in the community for suicide identification, intervention, and
support these are a couple of the training tools.
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There’s also several initiatives (see above) going on in developing integration of
behavioral health and physical help. The FQHCS are offering behavioral health
services. Porter Starke is exploring a CCHHC. Primary Care Physicians now are using
two instruments that help identify mental health issues within a primary care visit
with their physician, which is there has been some good evidence in that area. There’s
several Porter County task forces, and councils, that are actively involved in suicide
awareness and prevention.

The participants in the interviews identified four key areas for focus and improvement.
First is working on stigma and this is obviously where the public health program and
forcus comes in because we really need to be at that awareness and prevention level to
really look at stigma programs.
The second is looking at ways to reduce wait time for initial outpatient behavioral
health apporintments, and challenges accessing inpatient services. I think many of
individuals that we interviewed suggested that their experiences were sometimes four
to six week wait periods, and looking at ways to reduce that wait time.
Third was the fragmentation of initiatives and so what happens is there’s a number of
different organizations, groups, and task forces…and that is great, and it’s grass roots,
and it’s mission driven, but a lot of times there’s gaps in between them. Overlap or
fragmentation between initiatives.
And then the fourth area is workforce challenges, you know coming out of the
pandemic, being able to recruit, particularly I think we heard at the licensed staff
level. So this is someone with a graduate degree who’s been supervised many of you
know a social worker for example. After that masters has two years of supervision to
become licensed, and so you know really looking at those workforce challenges. And
you know that takes again kind of short-term, midterm, long-term focus on how do we
develop that next generation of professionals to be able to work here.
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So reccemmendations (see above), I think it’s really important taking that public
health focus to look at how we can integrate these initives. Again there’s this body of
grassroots initiatives, but we want to be sure the right hand knows what the left’s
doing. And that they come together, that we get the synergies going, so we want to be
sure there’s county-wide participation in these training programs that I mentioned.
They’re very good, they are evidence based programs that are here, but how do we get
them out within the county so that we have a greater level of participation.
Two we want to be sure that we are managing the participation and the outcomes of
these programs. So it’s a great thing to train, but then the next generation is how do
we go back and reasearch? How many people use that training and what were the
outcomes? Did they have an intervention with an individual where there was a suicide
situation? What did we learn from that, and how can we have a tracking and
outcomes and database systems, so we can learn on how the training is doing and
contiue to build on that.
Third area recommendations is improving and strenghthening the collarboration and
partnerships across organizations and the community at large, including again peer
support. Which again the language now being used in the field, including individuals
with lived experiences.
Fourth is evaluating models and processes to enable more timely access to outpatient
services. So maybe that is a group that someone comes, maybe that’s having a center
where we can do more quick intervention to get an individual engaged at that
immediacy of that first identified need to be able to sidestep, then the possibility of
losing that connection because of a waiting list to be able to access services.
The next one is again developing this engagement on individual community societal
level, and focusing on the areas in the public health model in focusing on developing a
county-wide stigma reduction program.
And then finally, continuing this work on integration of physical mental health. I had
an opportunity to talk with staff from the Hospitals, and there certainly are a lot of
very positive initiative there that should continue to be fostered include.
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The next big area of this (see above), so we have the integration of the system. Second
is the public health model that we really look at how do we bring together, the
awareness, the prevention, all that upstream intervention before we get to treatment
and recovery.

Third (see above) is looking at how we can have a 24/7/365 behavioral health crisis
center with navigators. So again anybody that needs services can get to services. You
know we hear stories of people not knowing where to go, where to turn. How to get
timely access of care, so looking at where, and there should be some of you know we
have the National 988 telephone line being rolled out. Indiana is working on the
beginning rollout. July 16th, I mean I’ve talked to the state, it’s kind of a three (3) year
rollout plan, so I mean it’s not going to all happen in July. It’s definitely the first steps
and I think looking at what would be done here in the county should be coordinated
with the work being done by the state, with the 988 number.
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And then we talked about the peer support and then finally continuing to look at how
we can learn from our…I mean we have all these trainings, that’s first generation,
what are the outcomes? Who’s used them, how do we get our own outcomes
measurement? And how do we bring that back to you, to say here’s the effect we’ve
had, here’s the impact, and here’s the next generation how we’re going to build on our
experiences to the next level of the program.

So in terms of next steps, you know our recommendation certainly is to be sure and I
think this has happened by publishing it. That these findings and recommendations
are shared with the participants, particularly everybody that you know. We had people
who were very motivated and enthusiastic about being part of the interview process.
So that they hear the results of the assessment, and then as with any consulting
report, we think it’s really important that you take the findings to understand the
recommendation, and then there’s an implementation action plan. Because again I
think as you see these recommendations, you know obviously I’m going throught them
as an executive summary. There’s some that could be immediate, some that may be
midterm, and some looking at the outcomes and getting to the second and third
generation. There are going to be longer terms, so there needs to be an implementation
action plan, so that you manage the change process going forward. Questions?
Mr. Simms, I’ve got a question
PYRCE Healthcare Group Founder Jan Pyrce, Yes.
Mr. Simms, You interview multiple organizations about this, mine was one and
thank you for that.
PYRCE Healthcare Group Founder Jan Pyrce, Yeah.
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Mr. Simms, There is probably some out there that you interviewed, I have no
idea existed and vice versa, do you plan on giving us that information? So that I
can…being one of those groups that has an active role in this, so that we can
communicate with each other and come together.
PYRCE Healthcare Group Founder Jan Pyrce, Yeah, well in the report I…I mean
we have the names and the contact information for everyone we talked to.
Mr. Simms, Okay.
PYRCE Healthcare Group Founder Jan Pyrce, There’s…there’s an email address
for everybody that Bob, and I’m happy to individually talk with you about it as well.
You know what happens and I’m sure you can understand and appreciated this. You
know some of the funding is…let’s say and organization starts a program that grant
funded. Well that grant is for their individual progam, so how do we get…where’s the
crosswalk between all these programs, so that we get the synergy and we get this? And
it could be a grant that’s for 4 years, let’s say and then they’re looking where does it go
form that, so how do we bring this into a true public health community based
program? And again, these solo initiatives are great, but you know the word a number
of people…two words, if folks used with us is that there’s a number of silos and there’s
a lot of fragmentation. And again I don’t think that, that’s really to be thought of as
criticism, some of it is the way funding comes that it’s an individual program gets
funded at an individual organization. But we need some umbrella, so that we’re
getting the synergies, we’re being sure that there’s not gaps, and that we’re getting
the…we’re rolling up the outcomes data so that we really see how we’re making a
difference here. Again with all of this enthusiasm and mission, you know how do we
become the best version of ourself in all of this.
Mr. Simms, Well you’ve done these before right? I mean it’s not your first one,
so how did the other groups do? I’m sure that we’ve got a similar situation that the
other groups you’ve done before have right?
PYRCE Healthcare Group Founder Jan Pyrce, Well I think what occurs is
different states and different counties have different structures for how you manage
mental health services. You know Ohio for instance have some County Mental Health
boards, but many have put together a task force or some overview organinzation that
has a responsibility for integration. You know, so how do we take all of these
individual programs, and where is the umbrella that integrates them? And part of that
integration could be there…could be some duplication. You know, and that we could
re-focus there and how do we pull that all together in a way that has an umbrella. So
the we’re from our experiences. Pardon me?
Mr. Simms, What would your suggestions be to help us out? After this report, I
mean when you looked at all your stuff? What recommendations do you have for us
that…how do we implement what you’re asking? What you’re presenting?
PYRCE Healthcare Group Founder Jan Pyrce, I think you need to build an
integrated structure.
Mr. Simms, How do we do that?
PYRCE Healthcare Group Founder Jan Pyrce, Well it could be as a task force
that could include representatives, and again it’s got to be beyond just the formal
behavioral health community, because again, we’re still into the silos. So we have to
identify, I mean I think you have individuals that were involved in this report, who
would all be very interested in participating in that. I think involving the University,
you know oftentimes where you know, again if you want to be sure that there’s some
evidence-based research going on. You know there may be some connections through
a University that could be part of that, as well as some orgainzations and localities do
that. You know, look for…there’s grant funding to be able to build that overview as
well.
Mr. Rivas, I think getting with the Commissioners and talking to them and
seeing what their approach is moving forward with this. You know I heard County
Mental Health Board Task Force of some type to move this forward. That would
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obviously include like… whether it’s VU (Valparaiso University), the people that you
have, you know that you interviewed, expecially Porter Starke. I mean they’re…
PYRCE Healthcare Group Founder Jan Pyrce, Right.
Mr. Rivas, You know getting those people involved to see, you know I think it
would be that next conversation to get the players involved that were involved with
this, that are key players for mental health in the county and working with
Commissioners to see what their next step is. How they want to move in that direction.
PYRCE Healthcare Group Founder Jan Pyrce, Questions? Anything on any of
the specifics? I know I went through a lot of information. I don’t want to overstep our
time.
Mr. Rivas, No I appreciate it.
PYRCE Healthcare Group Senior Clinical Consultant Ann Schreiner, You been
here hours.
PYRCE Healthcare Group Founder Jan Pyrce, Yes. I know you have a lot on
your agenda.
else?

Mr. Rivas, I appreciate you coming here tonight. Does anybody have anything

PYRCE Healthcare Group Founder Jan Pyrce, And certainly after this meeting, I
mean if somebody wanted to have and individual conversation, or a zoom call, or
whatever, I’m absolutely available as you digest this, and you know, want to think
about it and talk more.
Mr. Rivas, Okay thank you.
PYRCE Healthcare Group Founder Jan Pyrce, Thank you.
PYRCE Healthcare Group Senior Clinical Consultant Ann Schreiner, Thank
you.
Mr. Rivas, Thank you very much.
Mr. Bozak, Thank you guys.
Mr. Rivas, I think that’s all we’ve got for tonight.
(Laughter)
Ms. Graham, Surely you jest.
Mr. Rivas, All right fine.


Presentation from Schmidt Associates Architects & Engineers and The
Skillman Corporation
o

Memorial Opera House Project

Mr. Rivas, All right, we have a presentation from Skillman Corporation and
Schmidt Associates for the Memorial Opera House Project. This is just a continuation
of December when they were in front of us with kind of a preliminary rough
draft…preliminary drawings.
Ms. Graham, Thank you.
Mr. Rivas, So I think they’ve got the follow-up with more detail.
Ms. Graham, Hot off the press.
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Mr. Rivas, Fairly hot off the press, So I thought it was a good time to trough it
on here, so let’s keep moving. Okay yeah, anybody? Andy? Anybody need a break?
Mr. Bozak, I’ve been on break.
Mr. Rivas, Yeah I just wanted to point that out for everybody.
(Laughter)
Mr. Bozak, Go ahead and get started. I’ve been sitting for 2 ½ hours, I’ve got a
bad back.
Ms. Graham, You’re telling me.
Skillman Corporation Senior VP Scott Cherry, My name is Scott Cherry with the
Skillman Corporation. We’re the Construction Managers for the project. With me this
evening is Brad Brutout with Schmidt Associates, they’re the Architects and
Engineers. Scot McDonald who’s the Executive Director of the Memorial Opera House.
We are here to talk about the Memorial Opera House Additions Renovations it’s been
called. A little history on the building, it was built in 1993…I am sorry 1893 to
commemorate veterans of the Civil War. In 1984 it was listed into the National
Register of Historic Places, in the United States by the U.S. Department of Interiors.
My research showed that back in 1967 it was remodeled and again in 1996, there was
a remodel renovation and then nothing was really happened beyond that other than
some Band-Aids and some upgrades as needed. Except in 2013 there was an
emergency roof repairs made, so that what it tells us. So as I looked at and got into the
building, it looks…I like to call it Preservation and Restoration along with the
Renovations and Additions. It’s a great jewel for Porter County and of course
downtown Valparaiso here.
A little bit of background, in 2017 the Skillman Corporation was fortunate enough to
work with you folks on their Capital Projects Improvements. At that time the goal was
to provide upgrades to county owned facilities, that would give you twenty (20) to
thirty (30) years of life. The upgrades would include ADA Accessibility; Security to the
building where appropriate; Improvements to the envelope roofs; Windows…more
efficient windows; And newer more efficient HVAC (Heating Ventilation Air
Conditioning) Systems; Plumbing and Electrical upgrades. The idea there to lower
operating costs, and of course reduce maintenance costs for the future. At that time
the Memorial Opera House was on the list, but from a priority standpoint they elected
to…the Commissioners and Council elected to move forward with projects such as the
Expo Center renovation; the North Annex and Portage; this building; along with the
County Courthouse…I said this building already. So it’s time now, I think to look at
the Memorial Opera House, those building were successful. So in July of 2018
Schmidt Associates was hired to do a building assessment, to no surprise, many of
these things that we set out as a goal in the previous program were evident. Roof;
Bricks; Masonry Restoration needed to be done; Windows were inefficient; the ADA
Accessibility; connecting the Museum with a shared heating and air conditioning
system, we thought would be a more efficient way to operate the buildings. And again
in summary, it needed to be preserved, restored, renovated and facility space added to
make it economically self-sustaining, attractive to the community, such as the Expo
Center and some of those others that are used for multiple reasons.
So with that I will turn it over to Brad and he can use the PowerPoint and show you
what we came up with.
Schmidt Associates Brad Brutout AIA, Okay, thank you Scott, good evening
Council Members. So the first slide (see next page) you see up here is the Memorial
Opera House; Old Sheriff’s Quarters and Jail Portion. Scott really hit the nail on the
head, and this project’s goal is to kind of restore and preserve these existing historic
buildings, while really enhancing the user experience associated with it. Looking at
the exterior improvements, one of the main things that we are doing is the mainstream
restoration. So trying to replace some of the brick, do some of the tuck-pointing, and
then we’re also replacing windows. So making sure the exterior of these two building
are weather tight. It’ll go a long way to preserve these buildings from many years to
come. At the end of the project, both building are going to be operated by Memorial
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Opera House. So the old Sheriff’s quarters, there will be space in there allocated to the
staff for the Memorial Opera House as well. So there is a new connector proposed
between the two buildings, that will interior circulation between the two buildings and
a lot more advantage that I’ll get into in a little bit.

Part of this project (see below) we’ll have kind of new streetscape. It’ll have new
hardscape for reworking the existing Opera House entry and then providing a new
entry for the building edition with some new street light poles that’ll match the rest of
the downtown and improving storm drainage that there’s issues on site with right
now. And then also highlighting some of the historic features like the limestone plaque
on the front of the Memorial Opera House. Using a light to just highlight that at night
and kind of show it off.
Mr. Bozak, Is that this plaque right in the middle there?
Schmidt Associates Brad Brutout AIA, It is yes.
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Schmidt Associates Brad Brutout AIA, Next slide please (see below) going inside
the building, starting in the lobby of the Memorial Opera House. The existing lobby
currently holds the box office and a bar area in it now, and we’re proposing to move
that into the existing restroom areas. And moving the existing restroom areas into the
new building addition. That will allow us to add fixtures to the restroom account and
be able to support the amount of people that the auditorium can hold. It will also let
the lobby function as a service space, where you have more open space there and it
allows the box office and bar area to kind of have their designated spaces. The new
addition has an accessible to it, and it also allows for an accessible entrance into the
old sheriff’s quarters. Areas where we’re adding multi-purpose spaces for the programs
that the Memorial Opera House is going to have with the kids, and with other theater
groups.
Also to note, which a lot of times get overlooked just because you can’t see it, is
building infrastructure. So we are replacing the majority of the mechanical equipment.
One benefit to the new building addition between the two is being able to use shared
systems, between the Memorial Opera House and the Sheriff’s quarters over there. So
being able to place a unit in the middle of those two, and being able to take advantage
of it on both sides is very helpful. Then there’s also lighting upgrades lighting controls.
New plumbing throughout, the sewer systems is being replace coming out of the
building. There is blockage there, so it’s definitely needed. And new (inaudible) lines
running as well for the plumbing system. The entire building will be on one fire alarm
system as well when we’re done.

Schmidt Associates Brad Brutout AIA, Next slide please (see next page) so here
are a couple of images of the new lobby space in the memorial opera house. It’s much
more open, you can see the bar there on the bottom image and on the top image we’re
showing a graphic to kind of highlight the history of the building. So I’m not saying
that’s the image that’s going up to go up there, but saying here’s an opportunity to
kind of highlight the history of the opera house.
As part of the renovation, we are replacing all the auditorium chair as well. So up
there is an image of what we’re planning. It’s a much more historic side panel, nice
wood backing, very nice detail to just enhance that space.
Mr. Bozak, Are these for bigger people? They’re not like wiggly seats where
they’re really small and people can’t fit in there?
(Laughter)
Schmidt Associates Brad Brutout AIA, They’re a little bit bigger but we want to
make sure we get enough seating.
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Mr. Bozak, I get it you don’t want people taking two chairs, that’s why I’m
asking. (Inaudible)
Mr. Simms, I don’t have a problem.
Mr. Bozak, I’ve sat next to someone like that.

Schmidt Associates Brad Brutout AIA, Next slide (see below), here are a couple
of images of the building addition. We really want to focus on adding some art in that
building addition. The image on the bottom right there is kind of an art installation
with some lighting backing to it as an idea. And then, the upper image kind of shows
that two-story volume that we’ve got. Because we’re dealing with two different building
here that are at two different levels, we had to step the addition so that it hits the
existing buildings right at the right locations. So it created a nice step effect, and it
allows us for kind of a two-story volume and a single story volume. It allow a lot of
natural daylight to come in there, and the image in the middle, kind of shows you an
example of what we are planning to do with the lighting. With kind of different levels
and just have it kind of dance through the space as you go back further into the
space.
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Schmidt Associates Brad Brutout AIA, Next image please (see below), here we’re
kind of highlighting…we want to make sure we’re keeping the portions of the building
that we can really highlight. This is one area where it’s a very nice entry point to the
opera house. The brick is in good condition, and we’re keeping that within the space,
and keeping it exposed as kind of a centerpiece within the space that we don’t want to
lose when we build this addition.

Schmidt Associates Brad Brutout AIA, Next slide please (see below), looking at
the second floor of both of these buildings, we’re looking at a laundry configuration of
moving some of those offices that are currently up there into the adjacent building.
This allow us to get a little more space over there, create some additional offices that
are needed that just didn’t fit in the existing building. These building were created for
a different space criteria than we deal with today, and they don’t always allow for
expansion. We’re also replacing the auditorium seating up there, upgrading the
finishes and relocating the control room from the first floor to the second floor to
provide a little more space for seating on the first floor.
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Schmidt Associates Brad Brutout AIA, Next slide please (see below), and then
here’s an image of that lounge area. It’s opening up the space, you’ve got seating areas
on both sides. You’ve got an island bar up there, just a nice space to rent out to use as
a VIP space or however you want to use it, but it could be used many different ways

Schmidt Associates Brad Brutout AIA, Next slide (see below), and here is kind of
a collage of the interior finishes. It’s really a classic color combination, but it give you
an idea of the overall feel of what the building’s going to feel like when it’s completed.

Schmidt Associates Brad Brutout AIA, Next slide (see next page) and then I’m
going to turn it over to Scot to talk about the existing building.
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, Sure. All right good evening,
so as you can see here as we go though kind of quick tour of what’s going on in the
current building. Patron experiences are certainly challenging, and I think that, that
also is causing us to have to look at some of our programming and things along those
lines. But if we start in the upper left hand corner there, that’s a view of one of our
current restrooms, the ladies room. Typically during intermission we are trying to get
as many people through the restrooms, and the bars, and to the box office as we can
again with the small space of the current lobby. We kind of get this crazy human
knot, and people don’t exactly always know to go. So to be able to open up some of
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that space and just allow for better traffic flow, I think is going to be certainly a win.
And then of course if we look at the windows, and the bricks you can see that those
have been deteriorating over the years, just because of the rain water and storm drain
water. That are storm water that’s hitting the building constantly, we are doing our
best but as Natalie will tell you too, there’s just times when we’re working in our office
and it’s not weather tight. Which does make it very, very challenging for us to do our
duties as administrators. The center picture there is our current air conditioner unit,
that is on the west side of the building in the courtyard. And that is currently running
on one and a half condensers out of six, so we are always kind of just fighting and
hoping that we can make it through each summer. And that we have again, the best
experience for our patrons, and for our students.
We’re getting ready to kick off some really exciting programs, such as Peguin Project,
which is a program that services students with disabilities who don’t get to perform in
theater. And we want to make sure that they have a safe environment to work in, and
that we can provide them the best opportunities as possible.
And then of course our auditorium seats, they are sixty (60) years old, so they’re
stating to reach end of life. So at some point here we are going to have to do something
about that. Sylvia, I know that you and I have discussed that.
Ms. Graham, They are very uncomfortable. I agree they are gone.
(laughter)
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald,
kind of gives the current overview of the building.

Fair enough. So that just

Mr. Rivas, All right.
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, Next slide (see next page).
Skillman Corporation Senior VP Scott Cherry, I guess that’s me.
Mr. Rivas, Oh yeah.
Skillman Corporation Senior VP Scott Cherry, When we look at the budget and
the schedule for the building, you can see that we have construction costs about
$4.75 million dollars. There’s some escalation in there for inflation, you’ve heard a lot
of talk about that tonight. There’s a contingency, the soft costs are the equipment that
you see and furniture. So the total project estimated cost is $6,500,000 dollars. When
we look at the strategies for bidding the project, we have some design to finish up.
We’re looking at bidding the project in late October, with the idea to use a few months
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for procurement, and then construction can start sometime in March. What we’re
finding in the industry is that we really need that time, contractors are telling us to bid
now and start later. This is so that we can have materials on site and they can work
productively.

Skillman Corporation Senior VP Scott Cherry, I’d be happy to answer any
questions.

Mr. Rivas, That’s interesting about the procurement.
Skillman Corporation Senior VP Scott Cherry, That’s a new one in my 25
years…well with Skillman. We have to think outside the box.
Ms. Graham, What your saying is that with materials you just can’t go out and
order it and a few days later it’s here?
Skillman Corporation Senior VP Scott Cherry, Yeah, beginning probably last
year we were getting crazy delivery dates. Mechanical equipment that used to be 14 to
16 months is now 30 months.
Ms. Graham, Wow.
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Skillman Corporation Senior VP Scott Cherry, 30 weeks, I’m sorry. I said
months, it’s weeks, we have transformers that are a year out they are telling us right
now. So what we’re finding is again that you have to be real cautious, the strategy of
building when you start, to make sure that you have a good handle on when these
things are coming. Because the worst thing that could happen is you get in the middle
of the project, and find out you don’t have chillers for example, the air conditioned
space which stops you from putting in some of the finishes, then it sits for a while and
you have problems. So we’re getting smart over the year of how to approach these
projects, but it does change on monthly basis for us.
Mr. Simms, Is it going to be challenging to put…you know you are going to put
sprinkler systems in, is that in a old building like that going to be really challenging?
Schmidt Associates Brad Brutout AIA, So we’re not planning to sprinkle in the
entire building. There is a portion of the existing building that’s already sprinkled. We
are planning to sprinkle the building addition, but we wouldn’t go back in and try to
sprinkle the entire…both buildings.
Mr. Simms, And that complies with the standards?
Schmidt Associates Brad Brutout, It does.
Mr. Simms, Oh okay. I know Scot may be surprised that I’m going to ask this
but where are the statues in this that go up top?
(Laughter)
Skillman Corporation Senior VP Scott Cherry, The what?
Mr. Simms, Did you see the original design of that building had two statues up
top of where the round structures are.
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, Yes.
Mr. Simms, So we’re going to put…
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, We will…
Mr. Simms, (Inaudible)
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, Yes you and me Greg.
(Laughter)
Mr. Simms, That’s fine. No in a weird way I have to ask this, because I’ll be
thinking about it later. Is it possible if we were to fundraise…I’m just throwing this
out, I just wanted to get it out there right now. If we were to fundraise for that, is it
possible for statues to go up just like the original plan? I know it sounds weird, like I
thought…
Mr. Bozak, Were there ever statues there? They were just…
Mr. Simms, In the original design.
Mr. Bozak, Oh it was just a design?
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, They were in the design, we’d
have to look at structure and all that to see if that’s even remotely possible.
Mr. Simms, Okay.
Ms. Graham, Where did you even see that at?
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Mr. Simms, I saw the original design, it just looked so cool. But again I’m
just…if I went home and didn’t ask…
Ms. Graham, There you go, you’ve asked.
(Laughter)
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, Thank you Sylvia.
Mr. Sim5ms, Thanks a lot.
Mr. Bozak, Hey Scot, when they were talking about this learning stuff going on
in the connector building it seemed pretty cool that you could learn about the
building. I don’t know is the Memorial Opera House open now, for like Monday
through Friday, people walking down the street could they go in there and learn about
it?
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, Absolutely, we are working
limited hours right now in the box office, but Natalie, Stretch, Myself, any of our staff
are there, our Boards are always available too so if somebody wants to come through,
take a tour or anything along those lines. They can just ring the bell, we’ll come down
and happily show people around. We’ll show them every nook and cranny of the
building, because we are very, very proud of what we do have and happy to share the
history. Again the fact that it’s a living memorial and the lawmakers back in 1893,
didn’t want this to just be a plaque or a statue. That speaks volumes to me, I think it
speaks volumes to a lot of people in this room, that it’s a living memorial still serving
it’s original purpose, so we love to show that off.
Mr. Bozak, You guys do some great work there.
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, Thank you.
Mr. Bozak, I compliment you again.
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, Thanks
Ms. Graham, I really like the way you connected the building this time, this is
different than before and I love it. It’s more of a graduated look.
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, Sure.
Ms. Graham, You know I just really enjoy that, and I’m going to tell you I
noticed the prices have gone up, and they’re going to keep going up.
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, Yes.
Ms. Graham, In my opinion, we’ve got to really move on this because it’s not
going to get cheaper...
Skillman Corporation Senior VP Scott Cherry, Right.
Ms. Graham, ever, so that’s all I’m going to say about it.
Mr. Rivas, So to build off of what Sylvia said, with the renovation addition, I
guess there is one thing I’d just like to add…preservation. Because I think that was
some concern of the connector piece of this destroying something as you try to connect
the two buildings together is destroying that, but it looks like you guys made some
adjustments…
Schmidt Associates Brad Brutout AIA, I’ll add to that. We’re really building in
front of any historic feature. We are opening a couple of new openings just because
we’ve got to get from building to building. But most of the walls and stuff are going in
front of what the structure already is today. So if you ever decided, hey we want to get
rid of that connector, you could tear the whole thing down and you would be able to
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restore what was there previously. So we’re really trying to preserve it and almost
encapsulate it to be there forever.
Mr. Jessen, And to that connection piece, which I think is an important piece…
Schmidt Associates Brad Brutout AIA, Yes.
Mr. Jessen, The early iterations of that, you know there certainly were some
questions back and forth, and it looked a little clunky almost. So I agree with Sylvia
that as you look at this it’s much better in the openness and transparency with the
glass and so forth, it does wonders for it. And I think it’s a tough, it’s a tough position
to be in to try to preserve, and then also connect. It’s a little difficult on the
conceptual…it’s a little difficult to imagine exactly what that would look like. But I
trust that every effort in terms of trying to help it blend into the existing structure, and
the preservation of both buildings, I think is really, really critical. I know you’ve...I
sure you’ve looked at it, I don’t know if this is the final, final answer or design, or if
there’s other things that we might want to consider looking at. But…
Schmidt Associates Brad Brutout AIA, That’s one of the reasons we use kind of
the glazing, a lot of store or curtain wall there, and then with some aluminum accents.
Not trying to use a brick again, because it’s just going to…you’ve got a third brick in
there.
Mr. Jessen, Right.
Schmidt Associates Brad Brutout AIA, Trying to use different materials that will
kind of blend the two building together, and really keep the historic features of both of
those existing buildings.
Mr. Jessen, That was greatly, greatly improved from the previous one.
Ms. Graham, Yes it is.
Mr. Jessen, Yeah and I think on that combined space, when you talk about
sharing resources, sharing restrooms, a better accessibility for everybody. I think in
terms of what can be ultimately done in there, in terms of events and that sort of
thing. It opens up the door for so many opportunities that we don’t have today. I think
it wasn’t all that long ago that we met at the opera house and had a meeting, and
talked about the deplorable condition of it. Frankly, and everybody was very emphatic
as I remember it, you know talking about the need for something desperately needing
to be done. Because, I think everybody shares a real sense of appreciation for the
historic nature of it. The hard work that’s been put into it, and the leadership that’s
provided currently, and the productions that are there. You know that we’ve talked a
little bit about quality of life tonight, and when you talk about what the opera house
provides in the way of the quality of life it’s tremendous learning opportunity for youth
and giving them a passion. We head a very passionate speech, from a young lady that
was there and I think she said it better than anybody in terms of the benefits of
theater, the benefit of the opera house and how important it is. So I think, I know I’m
more excited about it than I was, if that’s possible. Because I was an advocate for the
improvements from the start, and I’m steadfast in that support. I think we have a good
plan in front of us, surely it costs money to preserve it, but as you look at the
structure and Scot you got stuck with the tough pictures of how it looks today.
(Laughter)
Mr. Jessen, And they got to show the shiny component of it, but when you see
crumbling bricks, and windows that don’t…that aren’t watertight, I mean that’s…in
my view that’s shameful in the sense that not only is it a historical monument, but it’s
also a county asset. And I think that’s how we have to look at it, and this Council over
the last seven to eight years plus, we have focused on taking care of our assets. That
starts with the Animal Shelter, it was in horrible shape, and we replaced it and did the
right thing. The Expo Center was another great asset for the county, but it was
underutilized and wasn’t as well maintained as it could have been, should have been
for a variety of different reasons. Courthouse, another historical monument in
downtown Valparaiso was repaired and renovated, and you know speaking to the $30
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million dollar project that we had when we first bonded for this work to be done. The
Administration building; 157 Franklin it’s a newly renovated space where now E911 is
there and the prosecutor’s office is there and that’s a building that we can all be very
proud of. So the North Annex up in Portage, we renovated and restored, added on to
the court up there. We also added a community space for the Food Pantry and so
forth. So the focus has been, and should continue to be on taking care of our assets.
We touched about roads and bridges too.
Ms. Graham, Exactly.
Mr. Jessen, And that was intentional from my perspective, because that’s an
important part of what we should be focused on, and taking care of as well. I mean
that’s the duty of county government in my mind, and I think we’ve said this before
where I think we should all feel very fortunate for those of us who live in Porter County
because it has so much to offer. When we talk about the quality of life and
opportunities that we…that people are afforded. In addition, I think we have to do
everything we can to further emphasize that. So with the Foundation…we have a
Foundation and for those of you who sat through that meeting as well, we appreciate
your patience for that too. But I think that speaks to how and why the county’s in a
position we’re in…
Ms. Graham, Yes.
Mr. Jessen, It’ because we’ve been good stewards of the county finances. We’ve
been good stewards of the Hospital Foundation, and without a doubt there were call
when the Foundation money became available, you spend it, spend it, spend it. Give it
away, give it away, give it away and the board took a different approach, which we all
should be very thankful that we did. So we sold the hospital, to give a little bit of
history…is Kevin here? Kevin’s not here, he’d give the better history story. But the
current history in 2007 we sold the hospital and we’ve got a big chuck of money that
everybody’s familiar with. And for quite a period of time for nine years or so, we had a
situation where we were investing that money, and it was returning about less than
1% percent on the investment. So we have less than 1% percent on that big pot of
money, and the Council and the Commissioners saw to it to say, okay that’s not good
enough. You’re actually losing money, especially in today’s environment if you’re
making less than 1% percent. So the Foundation was created in 2016 and from that
point to now, our since inception of April 1st, 2016 we’ve seen a return of 8.6% percent
on those funds, that’s what has allowed us to do the $30,000,000 dollar bond, and the
$20,000,000 dollar bond. Because I don’t want to take any more time and talk about
Stormwater, but I could talk about that for a while too. But we’ve made some good
decisions, and the county is benefiting from those decisions. And in my view as we
look at what else is there to take care of? Number one we’re going to take care of our
assets, and the Memorial Opera House is our asset. The old Museum is a county
asset, and it’s our duty to take care of those, and there’s a couple of others that need
work too. We’ve been in the process of studying the County Jail, because it’s aged...it’s
not quite 1893 aged but it’s aged and needs renovation, you know needs some work.
We also know that the structure that we have to focus on I think is probably the
Center Township Garage, which for those of you who have toured that, that’s a
building that’s not up to what I would call current day Porter County standards or
what it should be. So I think we need to talk about that building as well. So I think it’s
time to move forward and address those particular topics, and so I welcome anyone
else’s comments.
Mr. Rivas, Are you done?
(Laughter)
Mr. Jessen, Well I’ve got more.
(Laughter)
Mr. Riva Schmidt Associates Brad Brutout AIA, No Mike, I can’t agree with you
more. We’ve been doing this, we set out on this like you said starting with the Animal
Shelter, and I think the next move was the entrance to this building, and we just
continued on. We put ourselves in position to continue on, and bond and take care of
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our facilities. But the Memorial Opera House got cut out, we weren’t able to do the
Center Garage. We know the Jail bond is up, so I just think this Council, along with
the Commissioners and the help of our great Auditor, we’ve put ourselves in a great
position. I don’t see any reason to stop, we’re financially stable, we’re in good
condition, so we need to continue to take care of our facilities. So I think we need to at
that point, like what you said, because of the smoothing I’d like to ask our Attorney,
along with the Commissioners Attorney and Vicki to look at another Revenue Bond, if
it’s possible out of the Foundation revenue or whatever. See what ways we can fund,
not just the Opera House, but the Center Garage at the same time, I think those two
buildings that we need to get done, along with the Jail. The Jail we have a little bit,
but there’s no reason if we are going to engage a bond counsel…
Ms. Graham, Isn’t that a couple of years off?
Mr. Rivas, Not much.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, On the Jail the last payment is going to be in December
of 2023.
Ms. Graham, Oh okay.
Mr. Rivas, So if we’re going to engage bond counsel I think we need to look at
maybe a bond for the Opera House and the Center Garage, and also have them look at
refunding that Jail bond as we look at upgrading it and possible doing something
whether it’s work or at least Mental Health. I think we need to have our Attorney work
with the Commissioners Attorney and Vicki to look at the options for those three
buildings sooner than later.
Ms. Graham, Make good sense.
County Attorney Harold Harper, Absolutely I will do so.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Could I just say something.
Mr. Rivas, Sure.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, You mentioned the Revenue bond, the Jail bond right
now is a GOB bond, it’s not a property tax bond.
Mr. Rivas, Yes I understand that, that’s not what I’m talking about, we’re
talking about two different things.
Auditor Vicki Urbanik, Okay.
Ms. Graham, He’s just talking alternatives.
Mr. Rivas, No, I’m talking about a Revenue bond for one of the Memorial Opera
House and the Center Garage. I’m talking about we have that other bond that’s
retiring at the Jail. Refunding or whatever is the proper wording is for that bond. What
ever the proper thing is, just work with the Bond Counsel and our Counsel,
Commissioners Counsel to see what our options are to get into that, which would
probably be the last one we dive into. I think Skillman, I think you guys had
initially…the Commissioners engaged you guys to go out there…
Skillman Corporation Senior VP Scott Cherry, Do an assessment of it.
Mr. Rivas, An assessment of it, so to me we’ve got to keep moving in that
direction.
Ms. Graham, Do you want a motion?
Mr. Jessen, Would you like for me to put that in a form of a motion?
Mr. Rivas, Yes I think that shows a commitment from us that we’re moving
forward. We just had the opportunity to finish…we gave out, I don’t know what’s going
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out to Non-Profits I think $12,000,000 to $15,000,000 dollars. I mean we’re giving
that kind of money out to organization in the community. To me, I don’t know how we
do that and then not take care of our own facilities.
Ms. Graham, Exactly.
Mr. Rivas, I think if we are doing that, certainly we’re doing this too. So yeah, I
think we’ve got to keep moving forward.
Mr. Jessen, Yeah, so I’d like to make a motion to give direction to the
Commissioner’s office to have them explore the Bonding funding opportunities for the
Jail renovations and take into consideration the Bond that’s going to come up soon,
and throw that into the equation and then also the Center Garage. The renovation and
replacement of the Center Garage, and most definitely how that would fit into the
Memorial Opera House renovation and restoration project.
Ms. Graham, I’ll second that.
Mr. Simms, I’d like to second that.
Mr. Rivas, There is a motion and a couple of seconds, you haven’t to…the
Commissioner never had you look at Center Garage?
Skillman Corporation Senior VP Scott Cherry, Not on that.
Mr. Rivas, Yeah it’s okay
Skillman Corporation Senior VP Scott Cherry, I can?
Mr. Rivas, Yeah so there is a motion and a second on the floor, this is just to get
Harold and Scott, and Vicki working together to look at how we could finance the
Memorial Opera House project and the Center Garage together, and then how take
that next step on the Jail, moving that project forward too. So any further discussion
on that? Scott is that good with you, do you understand where we are wanting to
move?
County Attorney Scott McClure, I believe you just asked for us to come back
with financing options (inaudible) bond for the Memorial Opera House and Center
Garage and the Jail refinance bond and bring it back to the Board for them to review
and make a decision (inaudible)
Mr. Rivas, Any discussion? All in favor of that motion, signify by saying Aye?
Opposed same sign?
Motion carries on a unanimous voice vote.
Mr. Rivas, So you guys, we’re going to keep moving forward and it shows that
we’ve put ourselves in a good spot in this county. Just like Mike said, facilities and
roads. We’ve got our study coming back for our wages, we’re going to continue to take
care of our employees, also at the same time. We are going to keep moving forward,
we’ve done a lot of work to put ourselves in this position. So this is fun and I’m
enjoying it. It was a lot of hard work to get here. Thank you.
Memorial Opera House Director Scot MacDonald, Thank you.
Skillman Corporation Senior VP Scott Cherry, Thank you.
Mr. Rivas, So we’ll be talking to you guys soon obviously.
Mr. Jessen, Thanks guys
Schmidt Associates Brad Brutout AIA, Thank you.
Mr. Rivas, I don’t know…is there anything else on the back side of this page?
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(Laughter)
Mr. Rivas, All right so, I’ll open it up for public comment? I’d say keep it quick
it’s 8:00 p.m., but certainly everybody has got a right to speak so if anybody would like
to say anything from the public that’s relevant to something that was discussed today,
feel free to step up.
Audience Member, I’d just like to say gentlemen great comments and if
anybody’s been to the Opera House and heard artists from all over the United States
say, do you know what a gem you have here in your community. We’ve sung all over
the United States and to come here it’s an amazing place. So hopefully we can
preserve that gem (inaudible).
Audience Member, That’s too much money that should be spent on Mental
Health and other things that is ridiculous. They’ve got the money (inaudible) grant for
$26,000 dollars back in (inaudible).
Mr. Rivas, Anybody else? All right that it, we’ll get together next month.
Meeting Adjourned
Mr. Bozak, Motion to adjourn.
Ms. Graham, Second.
Mr. Rivas, Motion and a second to adjourn. All in favor signify by saying Aye?
Opposed same sign?
Motion carries on a majority voice vote.
There being no further business, meeting was adjourned.
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